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SPECIAL NEEDS POPULATIONS' IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

In passing-the 1976 Amendmenttto the Vocational Education Act,

Congress reaffirmed its commitment. to providing equal access to educational

opportunities by targeting a variety olf provisions toindividuals with

special needs in vocational education. The Congress.identified several

groups fpr specilal attention: the handicapped,-the academically and

4
-economically disadvantaged, the limited-English proficient, Native Amer-

icans and women These are groups ,whom Congress felt were not being well

served in vocational education as indicated by their under-representation

overall in vocational education or their concentration in a narrow range

of often 'low :pitying, low status occunational areas. With the exception

of 4omen/, these groups are defined as having special needs which prevent. .

them from succeeding in regular programs of vocational education.

For these groups, providing equal access involves not only open enroll-

ment'ptactices which allow them.to enter whicheve5 progrdms of vocational'

education they desire but also the nrovisispin of_special services -which

etable them to succeed in those programS.*

* - With women, equal access tends tobe more a question og gaining
entrance to a program, though ongoing support activities for womeK_in
occupational areas traditionally dominated by men are also important.

This paper will only examine the provisions of VEA dealing'with
handicapped students and disadvantaged students including the limited
English proficient. Women and Native Americans are not included because
they are to be given special attehtionothrough different mechanisms tHan
those used for the Handicapped and disadvantaged. The needSoE women,
or more precisely' the goal of eliminating sex bias and sex stereotyping
which affects both men and women, are addressed primarily through the ,
requirements that each state agency hire full time perennel'and that
each State fulfill ten functions specified in the law'and'regulations.
The needs of Native Americans are addressed primatily thlough grants from
the Commissioner directly to tribal organizationslander*Pait A of VEA.
Becatie of these differences in themechanisms specified in the law, they

4 group deserve separate treatment. Provision f bilingual vocation],
edu04tiodunderPart A are also notdealt with n this paw(

1 ,
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Despite this emphasis on ,special needs populations, it appears that the

Vocational Educb.tion Act (VERY as implemented b state and local educational

f.
- agencies has, had only a limited impacton Lm ovirig accesstto.Vbcational

er-'*

<
.

: edutation for,these nopuiations, While many special needs students are beina
i

)

served in vocational programs, the extent and quality of services provided
. .

.,

it
. ,

as
,

,varies ar;iohg'schooli. Also, the'efforts being made for.special needs

.

students in many bases can ,be attributed to other sta'te or federal -
.

-

such' as P.L: 94-142, or to local_initiatives.

In tinalyzing the reasons for th4.s limited-impact, we begin-from the

premj,setha the effectiveness of \a law depends inlarge:measure on the

fit between the strategies empl.oyed, the problem being addressed and tihe

context in which the law is to be implemented. Limited impact,t,then,
0 .

often does.not result simply from inadequatePenforcement of the .law but
'

.

-

from either strategies which are hot-appropriateior fully,etfective to the

problem or setting,or from characteristics o the problem ok settinc which

limit any interventiorN)Thus,,,in order to understand the operAtion and
,

effectiveness of the VEA mechanisms for improving access for special

.'needs populations one must consider:

e the structure of tip Vocational Education Act;

the state and local context in which the law*is implemented; and

'
a the problems of serving special populations which the mechanisms

8

are attempting to address. -

The structure of the VEA affects the implemOtation of the special .

needs population. provisions in two ways. first, the raw is organized

around grants to the state vocatlonal education agencies rather than

.grants directly to he local agencies which provide vocational edtic&t,ion-
. .

Consequently,.the state agency exercises considerable influence oVer'the
. -

ONO

es
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federal message which is communicated to the .1..oca agendie a - the accuracy .%

bf the Message and th'e promirience it is.gfVen. In part the-influence stems

s.
frorn'thedj.scretionwhich the state agency is allowed in carrying out many

- provisions of the ly -.7. for example, the types of activities whichVEA

funds dan sulort. The influence also stems from the interpretation

the state gives,to prqvisions over which ithles no.discretiori but is simply.'

requit!ed to communicate to local agencies receivi4g.V'EA ft;nds. The Lamle-
4

mentatio-n of any law, among levels of.. government requires interpretation
A

at each, levels _While tia clearly written,_ clpsely!specified law provfdes

- . -----
less ooportunity for intertretation than an ambiguous one, some-inter-

r\' .

pre tation still occurs. The direction of the interpretation -- either-
. 4

in supoorting or diluting federal intent -- is determined by the unpier-
.

Standing qfthe law 's intent and provisionsanci by the congruence' between

federal intent and the priorities and values-of the individuals and organ-

izations itolementing the law.

Second, the gbal of providing equal access to special needs populations
J

. . ..
t

is .only one di seAral,Congressional goals in the '77.:A. Congress is also

concerned with improving the duality of vocational 'e ducativ programs and

their responsiveness to labor market needswith:Special emphasis on the-
-

4
_..development ofAlew programs and on the coordination of resources among

agencies providing vocational education a:nd'emploliment training programs.

TO pipport'thee.goals, Congress'mandates,,among other things, that VEA

kinds be used for program'suppcirt and improvement activities and,it includes

provisions forprocessei of planning, evaluation and data reporting. One

',\effect of these multii)1.4-goals is to dilute the attention gven,to,

° .

6
'
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any one goal --.or toyallOw states to set their' own priorities among gOals.

Another effect reported by many vocational.educastors is the pe5cePtion that

attention to soecial needi populations is actually in conflict with the

:3
4 . Ifr.

goal of maintaining up to date high quality} programs which-place,a high

.

..- .

-

.
.

proportion of their students.in occupations related to their training.
-1 . -

It i,gfalso felt to be in confliCt with evaluation standards which define
- .

success in terms of plaCement rates.

d

Third, the.structure of VEA with, its Tulti pQe purposes results in

assistance provided,under the Act .0 'being used to support a variety

.

of activities which vary consi4Eably among stateA and local institutions

,

within states. In, addition, ttfe'multIpl- e put2oses together with modest

4'

levels of fulding.provided under VEA mean-that VEA funds usually fund

selected activities or resources within vocational programs rather than

supporting cormijlete'programs or even. projects. As a psult, VEA suopoyted

projects,do-Hot have a clear identity which is constant across local

agencies and frequently are not visible within individual institutions.

4 Local staff and parents cannot point to a VEA program as they.can a Title I

ar Follow Through program. While the'varied and partially funded T,lt-A

activities are consistent with the Congressional View of.the federal

.
,

role in vocational education as a catalyst for state and local efforts,
A

they also have two implications for the implementation and impact of the

law:. First, implementation is more difficult to control from the state
. .

(and therefore the federal)\level. Second,4t6t lack of viiibirity of VEA'

O

activitie, in itself diminishes the impact of thelaw in that 'even when

the law does. effect chaAges, the changes are often not attributed to WEA.

s

C1P

;
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TheoseCond set of factors which affect the implementation of the

VEA and its impact on cial needs populations is the state and local

context in which the law is implemented. The state vocational education

agencies and the local education institutions were not organized solel'y

to implement 'federal law. Both sets of agencies are inde-
-

.
,

pendent organizations with goals beyond VEA and with their ownconsti-
1'

F
tuencies, political Fressures.and constraints, and priorities. To the

,

extent that these local factbrs compete with rather than support federal

intent, they may limit the impact of VEA. Also, the expertise.and resources

available to' state and local 'agencies affect the impact of the federV.
a

law. Even if an agency agrees with federal goals, it mayrack the funds

ani:L staff knowledge to carry them out. Conversely, if a state agency,

for exaMple, has the resources to hi:re staff to concentrate on special
A

W0
needs populakonp, it is more likely to implement the law bette2. --

0f particular importance in examining the V3A in context is the---
)

recognition that at the lode' level, federal-fuNds represent only a small

pr000rtion of the total funds spent on vocational education, and as we

said above; VEA programs are not visible as distinct programs. Moreover,

Vocational eduCation is often only one curriculum among many in a local

education agency. As a result, the VEA and the goal within it of serving

;Nspecial populations will, often not be given high priority.
4

The implementation and impact of the special needs population's

provisions of VEA are influenced,-third, by.the nature of the problem being

addressed. By definition,speci41 needs dndividuald need additional

8
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.6 .

;
.

. .

assistance in order to succeed in programs of vocational education. The'
.

4 . .

. .

, problems which some special needs individuals face are,very difficulit

\:
to olArcome. Even moderate problems are sqmetimes hard to deal with'because

I.

many-\vocational educators are reluctant to c.iork,With these st'udentf since

they are not Rraperly trainedand tecortedly fear -.the students will be

hurt. They are also concerned that the extra attention given to special

needs students, will detrict .1-1roth'he time and-retOdrces they, devote

to their regular students.
4*

. 4

The definitions of 'special populations also affectthe impact of the TEA

mechanisms. .Sp4cial needs students in the VEA are defined in groups. They

are also often prtvided services 'in these groups. Ih fact, however,

.the groups defined in the law include individuals with widely differing
'4.

.

needs and interests. To meet these needs and interests fully, local
L.. .

A

Lagendies shodld ideally tailor a program of activities and tupport
,

services to each'indridual in the vocational prchgram of his' or her
A- : V.

, .

, choice Since this !approach can beextremely exensive, Schdb-ls fall"
P 4

back on the group approach and special needs Students are not provided

. -7'
with unlimited acce ss:to orograms of Vocational education that

Congress perhaps envisioned.
,

Given thesqactors which influence the impact and

of the VA. provisions governing special poptila8ionS, the questioni

implementation

-

to answered in-reauthorizing the Act are: "Should the fedeAal government

promote equal access to.educational opp6rtunityin vocational' education

ae.
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far individuals with special needs? If so, how can it do so'dlost effectively?

Or more specifically, what policy And-goals should Congress pursue; and what

specifically, what poliOy and goals should Congress pursue;'and wha4

instruments or mechanisms will be most effective in furtheting federal

interrewhile building on a-realisic vie:,,, of the context -in'which the

..law is to be implemented and the nature of the problem being addrested-7
. .

., .
.

To assist in addressing this question, this paper examine the iluple-
,e, -

mentatiqn of the current_VEA provisions, theireff4ctiveness_in achieving.,

Congressional goals and the factors which affect the implementation-and

impact.!, The pamer will begin by reviewing the legislation and relation

/.

to highlight provisions concerned with special needs.populations.

Then it will look at state level implementation of the law add,more

4

- --generall at state activities for special needs pOpulations. Finally,

it will examine local implementation and activitiesyfor special needs

populations. At the state level all special populations will be discussed

together f6r the, MOst,part since the'adm4nistration of the law tends to
0 V

be similar for,the different gitups. At the loc al level the handicapped, ,
.

academically' and economically disadvantaged, and.limied English'speaking

'will more frequently be discussed separately because -they differ in the

. problems they face and in the strategies which'are Used to serve them.

the data reported in this.paper are drawn primarily.from two studies
commissioned by the NIE Vocationai Education Study: "Irilpiementation of the
EdUcatiop Amendments of f976: A Study of State and Local Commlianck.and
Evaluation Practicesin Vocational Educaioh" preparedcby Abt Associates Tito.
and "Vocational Education: Meeting the Needs of Special Populations" pre- -

P'ared by A.L. Vellum and Associates.
7
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FEDERAL PURPOSE AND ,ROLE

The dal 11,1 promoting equal access ,t educational opportunity to

students with special needs is cohmonly viewed'as one of thejmajor themes

of the 1976 Education Amendments as they pertain tojocationaleducatiom.

This goal, 'however, is not specified as one of the four areas4pOhlighted

in the statement of purpose, to the) Vocational ENIcation Act as revised' in
/

1976. The primary purp8-se of Part A of the Act, which governs grants

to the states, is to assist the states in improving planning in the use

of all resources available for vocational educ ation -and manpowe r training.

The other purposes include authorizing grants to the states to assist them:

to extend, improve and where necessary, maintain existing
programs of vocational education;,

to develop new programs of vocational education;

to develop and carry out programs to overcome sex discrim-
ination and sex.stereotyoing in vocational education;

to orovide part time employment for youths who need-earnings
to continue their vocational training on a full time:oasis.

Students with special needs are mentioned only in the clause modifying

these four purposes:

:.

"so that persons'or all ages in all communities of the state,
. . rincludinglthose with special educational handicaps, ... .

. will have ready access to vocational training or. retraining which
is of high quality, which is realistic in the light o actual or
tntricipated'uportunitiei:-for gainful employment, ana whichis suited

'to their needs, interests, and ability to benefit from such
4%°4-training." (Section 101) I.

The Congressional intent rdgardin spec needs populations car, also be in-
.

ferred from the multiple provisions direc ed at theise populations throughout the

legislation. These provisions, first, define th'e special needs populations to be

I

.
7
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served. Handicapped and disadvantaged student's are,defined.operltionally r
.

in the rvulations which implement the law as shown in E'igure 5.. The'

definition of handicapped is-takentrectly from the de 'hi"tion'used in

the Education of the-Handical=ed Act as mandated, in tHe law. The definition

\,of disadvalkitaged giventn the law distinguishes-between eoonqMic.and

academic disadvantage', and provides -for special services to both grg_
wr

The reulatiohs'eNtenStheAmendments, as directed by Congress, to speciD./
.

operational criteria of academic and economic disad;iantage. An additional
* 5

criterion of,both the handicapped and dIsad,vantaged definitionsis that
k

persons cannot succeed in a:regular vocational eau program without
, 0

special services, activities, nr, nrograms. T.,imited English-4eakLg.
,

.

ability is also defined in the regulati9ns althoggh not in the, same level
, .

.
, .-,-.

Of operational detail. - ,
go

,
.., i

The provisions also target funds to special Heeds populations. TJse
: .

.

4 .. .4
provisions are.th<most prominent mechanisms :or fugthering Congrdskona

intent in this area. TwoNmechanisms ate used. First, funds are ea_ ked

'for special needs populations: sat'es are required under Subparts"2 4nd 3

to set asna at least20% of t-herrasic alloeation for services- for dis-

ad.Nantaged students and 1'O% for services For handicapped studenta; she
7

.
Actalsomintains a sepal-ate allocation under Subpart 4 for special pro-

. grams for the diiadvantaged in areas of high youth unemplC16ent and high.
)

c.' , '
-.

cl
school dtopaks. ,SecOnd, states are recuifred.to give ,priority tc eligible

.

inrecipients in:economically needy areas n distriAting funds,under all

subparts.
7 o -

TN set-aside provisions require for ..he'afinst time in the 1976

'12
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FIGURE I

DEPINITIONS OF SPECIAL NEEDS POPULATIONS

Target Group Regulation Definition

Disadvantaged 104.804 (a) The term disadvantaged means Lpersons, (other

than handicapped personsk) who:

' (1) Have academic or economic disadv4ntaged;
and -,-/.

.

.

(2) Require special services,, assistance, or
programs in order, to enable them tasuc-
ceed in vocational. education programs., .

(b) Academic disadvantage, for the pUrposes of
this,,definition 'cif .disadvantaged, means that

a pArrsoirr 4,

(.1) Lacks reading and writing' skills;
. - ,

.(2) Lacks mathematical skills; or

(3) Performs' below grade level.

(c) Economic disadvantage, for the purposes of
this definition of disadvantaged, means

4

(1) ?amily income is at or below national
poverty. level;

(2) Participant' or parent (s) or guardian of
the -participant is uryroplOyed;

(3) Participant or parent of participant `is
recipient of pub,lit assistance; or

(4). Part iCipant is institutionalized or
under state guardianship,

id) ligibil.ity (or participation in the special
program supported under 004.801' is limited
to persons who (because of academic or eco-

=sac disadvantage):

(1) Do not havel, at the time of enrance, into
a vocational educton program, the pre-
requisites for success in the program;

or who

(2) Are enrolled in a vocational education

program but require 'suPportive services
or special programs to enable them to
meet the requirements for the Program
that are eat ablished, by the state or the

local educational agency.'

t
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Target. Group -Regulation Definition
.s

7 1QA

tIGURE I .

(cant 'd.)

Limited
English-
speaking

. 0

Appenlix A,

Definitions

.4

Limited English- "speaking ability
reface to an indiVidual means:

(a) Individ als who were not born
States o whOse native tongue
other tha"`nglish, and

(b) Dndividuais

a language
'and by rea
speaking a
Englith."

. -

when used in

in the Cnitea
is a language

who.came fr9m envirorments where
ther than English is dominantz.'
ns thereof, have difficulties
-.understanding. inst6ruction in

.1

Handicapped Append ix A Handicapped, me`a

'Definitions (a) A person wt),

(1) Mentally retarded

...

4.

(Education
of Handi7,1
capped Act)

4

&b.

Hard of hearing;

Deaf;

Speech impaired;

Visually handicapped;

Seriously emotionally'' disturbed;

OrthppedicAlly impaired; oc
.

Other health-impaired person, or persons
with eptecific learning disabilities; And

O

4.
(b) Who, by Amon of the above:

.(1# Requiltes special education and related
servidss, and

. (2) Cannot succeed in the regular vocational
4, educaiion program without' special educa-

tional assistance; or

(3) Requires a modified vocational education
program.

14

9



Amendments that states'epend a certain portion of the disadvantaged

* set-aside on students with limited proficiency in Snglish; the portion

is.tobe equi lent
.

to-the prop'ortion of limited English-proficient°
. -

14

persons age-15 to 24 in ;elation to the entire 'population of the state..

. .

i bracket.
-.-.

n the samesage bracke. 1, %

The 1976 Amendments also add a 'provision for categorical matching

for the set-asid,esin order "to assure that Congressional intent in giving
. .

.. . .

. .

special st:atus to these areas is upheld." (Senate report, p. 78) In ear-
. l

. . t

marking 'funds for special needs popul'atioas, Congress def ned 1.ts,role as

.

a catalyst o state and lbcal efforts.. Congress does, not ,want efforts.

tiwrovide services tp special needs pooulations to rely entirely on
,

4 federal dollars or to be limited to activities supported by federal

'assistance: Instead the federal dollars are intented to drive state and'

local dollars; to serve as en.incentie to state and local expenditures

in this area. Thus, 'every dollar of federal set-aside funds spent must

be matched with a dollar of state'and local funds which are spent on

-eV

O

a

service s `6r handicapped and disadvantaged students in vocational-education.

Tle regulations which-implement the 1976 Amendments further emphasize

the federal desire to increase state and local efforts for the handicapped

,and oLisadvantaged students and ensure that ederal dollars are. supplement-

rather than supplanting state and local dollars by specifying that
6 4

federal set-aside funds can only be applied toward the excess costs

..of providing additional services;i.et, "costs of special educational

and related services above'the costs for non-handicapped and non-disadvan-

taged student" (IlegUlation 104.303). 'Interestingly, the excess cost

provisions apply'only when handicapped and disadvantaged students are

15
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Znrolled in regular programs of vocational edtcation. Despite language

in both the law and the. regulat2tns which encourages mainStreaffiing (Sec-
*r.

tioh 110(a) ; Regulations 104.,312 and 1C4.313), separate speci,glized

programs for handicapped and disadvantaged students .muse federal

_
zunds to pay half the costs of the full program rather than just the

excess costs.":

in contrast to the Matching and. excess cost requirements :Zor t,he

set-asides, federal funds under Subpart 4 can be used to pay the full *cost

of vocational programs for.the disadvantaged.

Under the second targeting mechanism, zie law -equires that states

give priority in distributing funds to anolicants located in economically

depressed areas and areas of high unemploymen t, and 'able torovide the

resources necessary to meet the vocational education needs of these areas

ithout
A. federal assistance (SAction 106(a)). Moreover, in determining

. .

the amount of funding to be given to each o- f the approved applicants', the

state. Must use as the two most important -factors, in the case of loci?,

educationagencies:

the ,glative financial aer'relative liy-of the agency to provide the
the resources necessary to meet the vocational education needs
in its area; and

a the relative number or concentration of low-income families or
'individuals in the area.

. 0

O
Subpart 4 funds are also to be targeted to areas of high youth unemploy-

ment and high school dropouts, Finally,' the provisions of Subpart 5,

f
.

Consumer and Homemaking, require that states use at least one third of
. ,

OffiCe of EducatiOn Notice of Inicerpretation, Federal aegistsr,
March 27, 1978. -.4,

16
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a

these monies 1:.o,pay-up to,90%-ofthe costs of prOgrams in economically

depressed aas or areas w th high rates of unemployment (Regulation

104.906)
,

4
A third set of mechanism intended to further the goal of providing

4edual access to special needs opulations is requirements zdt planning,

evaluation and acc ility, ThrOughout the Act, there is heavy

emphasis on a model of rational' planning to improve the quality and

relevance of vocational education.. This emphalls touches special needs
'

populations. in several ways; The five-year state plan is to describe
a

precisely the intended uses of federal funds and allocation .of state and

local.funds,to serve handicapped, disadvantaged and limited=English

. speaking persons (Regulation 104.186),. The annual plan and accountability

report are then to' describe how funds used will comply or have complied

with the uses pet Iorth in the'five-year plan (Regulations104.222 and

104.241). The fil'ie-year state:14n° is also to describe the procedures

to be used to assure compliance ?ith the general application provisions
0 7/4

for giving priority to economically despressed areas and using funds

consistently withithe standards;of the Education of the Handicapped

Act (Regulation 104.182). And Oe five-mar plan and annual plan axe to

l
describe the mechanisms to be used to coordinate vocational education

programs assisted under VEA and manpower training prograMs under CETA

Reguletions 104.188 and 104.222).

The reotlations,-aithOu'gh not the Act itself, specify that the state,

board of vocational education muPt evaluate tie effectiveness of each

formally organized vocational.peogrem or project in terms ofthe results

4

1 7.
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ft
additional services to handicapped, disadvantaged and limited EngIish

-proficient Persons (as well as women and members of minority groUps).

The results are to be measured according to criteria` established under

other evaluation categories:, Planning and operational processee, results
\

of student achievement and results of student employment success(Re4u-
. r

lation 104.402).

9

A final set ofmechanisms intended to improve access for: special

needs populations is policies for service delivery. As mentioned earlier,

the regulations define who is to be considered handicapped, disadvantaged

or limited-Englifsh speaking for purposes of this Act. In addition, the
I

law and regulations stipulate that federal funds for special needs
.

populgtions should be used to "the maximum extent :6ossible" to'assist

iiandicapped, disadvantaged and limite*English proficient persons to

participate in regular vocational educat4onal programs (Regulations 104.

312 and 104.313). Also, services for handicapped students are to meet the.- 411

standards of Part B of Education of the Handicapped Act (Regulation 104.5).

Beyond these provisions, the VEA sets no policies for actual service

delivery to special needs populati n

a .. .

The emphasis in the Vocational Education ACC on providing access

to individuals with special needs is not new with the 1976 Education

Amendments. The emphasis in'federal legisfation on serving special needs

students in vocational education 'Vegan in 1963. The Vocational Education

Act of 1963'included for the first time the mandate that vocational educa-

tion respond to the special needs of students who have academic, socio-
.

economic or other handicaps which prevent them from succeeding in a regular

I
,

18
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Program of vocational education.

t

The original mandate for special needs populations' was very broad.

The provisions in 1963 focused on equality of access to vocational programs;

the Act allowed state's to use a portion of their basic' grants to serve these

_disadvantaged students but did'not require them to target funds. In

1968, Congress determined'that this'broad,emphasis h'ad not resulted in

. services thwatmqt the needs of disadvantaged populations. Testimony

before the Congressional committee from the National Advisory Council

on Vocational Education and various sections of the educational

community pointed Out that simply emphasizing services to special needs

students did not ensure that money waS'being spent to remedy these con-
/

cerns. Congress amended the 1963 Att.to specify that 15 percent 'of the

basic state grant must be set aside to pay for up to half the cost of

programs for disadvantaged students and 10 percent for the.handicapped;

The 1968 Amendments-also'authorized a new 100 percent-flInded federal pro-

gram for the disadvantaged.under.Section 102(b).
di.

,
. .

Despite the added snecificity Of the 1968 Amendments, criticisms of
. , _ .-,.

., .

vocational education's response to the needs of handicapped and disadvantaged

gio

students continued. The major criticism voiced in the Congressonal hear-

ings whichippceded the drafting of the 1976 Education Amendments was that

vocational education expenditures for these special needs populationshad

declined since FY 1970. The basis for this criticism was an analysis of

handicapped and disadvantage expenditures in the 1974 GAO repcirt* which

showed lt'decrease in'the stare and local match for federal set- aside do114ers;

*
.

* Comptiroller General of the United States, Report to the Congress,
"What is the Role of Federal Assistance for Vocational Education?" (Washing-
ton, D.Cv;December 31, 1974). .
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rn FY 1973, 23 states scent fewer state and local dollars for every

federal dollar for the disadvantaged than they had in FY 1970; for the

handitapced in 19 states (p.4). this cattern was interpreted as evidence

of declining support for these populations. The GAO report also criticized

vocational edudation more-generally for the inadequacy of the resources

devoted to 'special,populations, making broad refdrence to large

unmet needs, relatively few handicapped partlaipant4 and inadequate

dollars, personnel and facilities (pp. 22-23).

/N

,

t'3
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. STATE BEHAVIOR AND'EMPLEMENTATION

State vocational education agencies play a key role in the implementa7

tioh of the Vocational Education Act because all provisions under PartA_

of the Act are administered by.the states Many of the, requirements of the

law are specifically directed at the state level -- for example, =hose

for funds distribution, pfanning and evaluation. In such areas, state
; 1

agencies have considerable discretion over the administration of the law.

Even the federal requirements which apply to local activities and respon-

sibilities are transmitted through the State agency, not directly from the.e,

4
federal to the local level., Thus, the !..5 agency controls thp copmun-

.

dot

ication of the federal law and the intent behind it to the local agencies.

In this role, the state agency can either support or dilute federal

inten=-. This support or dilution can occur, first, through the deciions

made by the state agency -- i.e., in the way it carrieslut its discretion-

art, authority (e.g. ?) . It can occur, second, through the level-of accuracy

with which federal requirements are stated to'local agencies end t.e priority

which the requirements are.given.

Accuracy is in large measure a function of the state'. understanding
I

of federal requirements, rather than of deliberate misstatement.' With

ambigiotis sectio-i-ivf the law,'particularly, the state agency may mis-

interpret the federal requirements. With audit disallowances Being a

oervasi concern, these misinterpretationi frecuently err toward a con- 45

servative interpretation of the letter of the law but may. consequently

A
deviate from intent -- e.g., as with excess' costs whibh will be discussed

below. Also,tate agencies sometimes communicate their discretionary

21 .
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decisions as direct federal requireme4s, or peihaps more preciSelY, fall
- ,

to distinguish between the twt. For example, they may restrict tfle'llte

of the Set asides to:7a.-&frow set of purooses -=" as they have a right to

do -- without explaining' that the federal law provides moreleeWay.

The vriority given to federal goals :Ld requirements is a function ,of

three factors. First, the priority given depends on the state agahcy's'
4

17 A

.view of 'federal authbriyi: some state agencies have acavalier attitude

toward federal requirpments and appear to give serious attention only,to-
).

those with which they agree; other state agencIes seem almost intimidated

by federal requirements and go to great lengths to avoid being found out

. .., . ,

priorityof comPliance. INSecond, and closely related to the first factor, the prior .

,..

given federal recuirements depends on the,congruence between those require-
:-

,
mentsand the priorities set by the state agency in response to its own goals

and politicg4 pressures. If, for example, a state has,a major,thrust toward

economic developmeit it may not give much attention to special'needs poo-.
A

0

ulations. Third, the .prioritytgiven depends on the resources available --

bath finds! and expertise -- to implement the law. For example, f. state

agency may agree with the goal Of serving special needs populations in
,'e -,4,

,.., .

. ..- .

vocational educat.tOrOkaA#decide that local agencies meld technical assistance
i : vti,-.4 f ../

in oraw to address the problems of these groups, but the state agency may
A 9

lack the staff needed to provide that assistance.
. .

, . .
Not only does the

r
state

.
agency control the content of the federal

.

message which Is transmitted to local agencies, it also controls to a great

extent the visibility of the VEA at the local level. The state vocational

edUcation agency is responsible for state laws.and policies Lgoyerning,
/
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Vocational education as well as for the 'TEA. Often. the state agency issues

policies and directives and sometimes distributes funds -- without dis-

tinguishing the source, This means after?. that local agencies do not know

which requirements originate,witH sate and which with the vEA.
, 11 IP

ms., At the same time the state agency plays a key role in lifterp.reting

rm

. ,

and coilunicating federal law to local agencies, it generally exercises

limited control over local actions in vocational education. Education

/-
officials in most states place a Strong emphasis on local autonomy:

it is tealouslykgUarded by *local educators and usually respected by state

administ:rators. The emphasis, on local autonomy is particularly strong

in relation to federal assistance to vocational education since the

proportion'of federal dollars to state and local dollars supporting

vocational education is extremely small. Because of the prominence oaf

local autonomy, state vocational education. agencies do'not have complete

control, or even necessarily direct authority, over local program offeringl

and policies.( The state agency may dictate the categories of, programs

and activities for which federal 1- and state -- fUnds can be used but'

they usually leaye%the design and content of programs to the local insti-

--....../tutions.- The state agency may also require local agendtes,to file appli-

cations end plans, to submit to program evaluations and to supply data

-.on expenditures, students and staff in order to receive federal and state

funds. But it hei no stronger sanctions for non-comp)tiance than withholding

A t*
program approval or state and federal funding. Not only are most state

A
agencies reluctant to us hese sanctions but even if they do, the local-

'

agenCieS can still Ufer the )rogram or activity in qlption with all local

V-
lunds.

23
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It is within this context of a dual state role -- the :.5Ry to the

1,mblementation of federal law but with limited authority over local

actions -- that the state responsibilities for implement;pg the 1976

'Amendments muse: be considertsd. An understanding of this context is

necessary to understanding of-the ways,in which state agencies carry out

their functions and,equally important, to making recommendations to

change the l -aw.to better fit the realities of this context.

The 1975 Amendments Mandate state agencygfunctions related to soeciel

pooulations in three areaA:

administration of federal funds;

reports on uses of funds and coordinations with other laws and
agencies delivering seices to special needs populations; and

evaluAt:;on of results'of.ssidditional services.

In this section, we will look at how states are carrying out these

mandates'and try to determine whether tale mandates as implemented are
g.

furthering the federal goal of promoting access to elial educational

. opportunity. We will also took at other state agency activities which

are not required b? the VEA but which fit with the state role and appear

to increase the effectiveness of the state in supporting federal intent.

Funds Administration

Probably the most prominent function performed by state vocational

education agencies in relation to special
f

needs populations is the admin

istration of VEA funds. The pertinent provisions of the law In this area

are tItose which:

a
earmark funds for the national' priority programs through the

24
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handicapped and disadvantaged set asides and for special
programs for the disadvantaged under Subpart 4; and

priO:rity for funding to applications from needy digtricts.

,With both sets Of oro,vi4ong, the state agecyis allowed considerable dis-

cretion in administering the law.

1

Setlasides,and Subpart 4. The:1976 Amendments essentially set two
%

°firm 'requirements for the Use col the set asides and Subpart 4: 1) the

_
amount of money to be expended -- 10% of the basic allocation for the

handicapped, 20V of the basic allocation for the disadvantaged and a seoar-

ate allocation for Subpart 4 -- and 2) the provision that the set asideS

be matched dollar for dollar with state and local monies being spent

on. handicapped and disadvantaged students. The regulations ada the

recuirement that the set aside funds be applied only to the excess costs

of providin4,vocational education) to special needs students -7 i.e., the

costs above the average vest of providing vocational education to non-\.
.

handicapped and non-disadvantaged students.*

Beyond these requirements the states have broad latitude in deciding

how the funds-are to be-lased. The law to some extent and *regulations in

greater detail specify eligibility triteria for receiving additional

:1.
Services under these asides and Subpart 4. They also set a policy that

students with,special needs are to be served whenever possible in regular

_rather than separate programs of vocational. education.' But, in both of

/.

The excess cost requirement-applies only when the handicapped or
disadvantaged student is mains reamed in a regular vocation class; when
handicapped or disadvantaged students are placed,in'a separate program, the
set asides can be applied against the full costs of the program.

x.

25
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.'theie areas, the provisions are obroad enough that they do, not apl!,Ayo
\

restrict he exp enditure Of funds. Also, the set asides and Subpart 4

' 0
funds can be

>u ed to support a wide range of activities and servics.
..

.The analysis of the sex-as and subpart 4 provisions, then, will

pe less concerned with issues of compliance than with states difficulties

.in_admi.4.144z1zseithe law and with the realization of federal_inte ,The
. ---: ....-:-.-... .........___,---

---- .,...,...4.0...,,re:,,_ ,,'''' .--- .
central ccmpliance auestions here are whether appropriate activities-Ire

being counted fir .the tategoricalatch and, more important, whether

the excess costs are allowable. Those are questions for auditors

not be addressed in this caper.,
Oc

The first cuestion to be answered in examining the implementation of
- A

'

the set-aside and Subpart 4 requirementsds: are the funds being spent?

Congress, in drafting the 1976 Amendments, was con e ned about wht it

judged to be inadequate levels of spending for special needs populations

in vocational education. The basis for this judgment was the 1974 10A0

report which.found that the federal handicapped and disadvantaged funds

e
were being matched with state and local dollars at a much lower rate than

vocational education funds overall. For FY.1973, the GAO report states:'

The :nationwde ratio of state and local funding to
Federal funding for all-part 3 programs . . . was s5.93 to 5 600.
Yet the ratio for programs serving the disadvantaged was onlf $2.19
to.$1.,00 and for the handicapped only $1.10 to s1.0'°. (p. 4)

From these-figures, GAO conclided.that "persons with special needs have

not been aiven as high a pr,iority with state and local support as with
V.

Federal support." (p. 4) MoreoVere the GAO report found that.in many

States, the state and local contribution-declined between 1970 and 1973.
%

.

sA secondary aly
is

is,conducted by Abt AssoOlates, of BOkE Statistics

2 6
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on the state and local...]patch_for federal VEA funding for FY 1978,

shows that although the level of matchitg for handicapped and dis-

advantaged funds is still lower than the match for all VEA funds, it

has increased since FY 1973. Nationwide, the,ratio of state and local

funds to federal VEA funds is $12.27 to $1.00, while the state/local

to federal ratio-for the disadvantaged set-aside is $5,34 to $1.00,'and

for the handicapped set-aside is '$4.07,to $1.00. Also, vocational

education adminiStrators- indicate that the expenditures they report

to BOAE to satisfy the federal matching requirements by no means reflect

all'of the state and local spending for handicapped and disadvantaged

students:in vocational edlacation.

Anot,her major Congressional concern is that handicapped and dis-

advantaged funds will be returned' to the federal Treasry unspent, The

Abt stdy shows that in, FY 1978, none of the 15 sample states in fact spent

all of its set7asidp and Subpart 4' money during that fiscal year. How- .

ever, given that s4ates legally can, and routinely do, spend one year's

federal allocation over a period, of severallyears, this finding alone

does not indicate that'Congressiohal fears of unspent funds have been

realized. That question cannot be finally resolved until all expenditures

:are reported several years itRpce. JOne intermediate indication of special

' problems in spending the set-asides can be drawn from the proportion of
6

the handicapped and disadvantaged funds spent in relation to the total

proportion of the VEA grant spent: one could argue that, the carryovers

in the set-asides are an indicationlof low priority only if they are

appreciably'larger than the carryover for all VEA monies. Abt shows that

in 6 of its 15 sample-'01tates for the dl.sadvantaged se -aside and 41,9

of the 15 states for the handicapped set-aside, the carryover for4the,

27
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bet-asides was no.g5eater than the,4carry over for the

VEA grant overall. This suggests that in these states the proportion of

funds not spent reflects general administrative practices rather than pro- 0

blems unique to serving handicapped and disadvantaged students. In the

1 maining states, however, the carryover for the set-asides was larger

than that for the total VEA,grant, indicating that there may be special
.

A.

problems in spending these funds in these states.

'Surprisingly,,the Abt analysis, shows that the proportion of SUboart,.4

funds expended exceeds the proportion of the total VEA 'funds spent in

only five states. Because Subpart 4 does not require a state and local

match, one might expect that it would.be easier to spend than tie set-asides

-- or the total VEA grant -- and consequently would consistently show a

ofhither proportion. or the allocation spent.

While Congress focuses on levels of spending as evidence of the

adequacy (or inadequacy) of the resources that states are devoting to

special needs populations, state and local administrators emphasize the

difficulties entailed in spending the, special populations monies. One

general complaint among vocational education administrators is that the

set-asides fox the handicapped and disadv4ntaged together ,with the ,set-
i. -

.

aside for postsecondary and adult Programs, the' mandatory 80/2Q split

between vocational programs and program improvement and other earmarking

of funds tie up'such a great proportion of money to use as they see fit

to meet their priorities. The major complaint, however, is that the

excess cost and matching requirements are so restrictive that they serve

as disincentives rather than 'incentives in using the set,asides.

Many of the state and local administrators argue that the matching

28
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requirements are unfair and almost impossible to meet. One state

*directof haA stated that the regulations pow require "at least a 50 to

1 match" on the total cost of providing vocational education for snecial

needs vocational students. He further Jointed out that vocational edu-

catipn is already'considerad by many local boards to be too costly, With

the recent proliferation of state and local tax,- cutting incentives, school

boards are not receptive to proposals for additional spending. Anoth'er

.'

..
. _

state director indicateethat the matching provisions keep the statesd
.

.

from giving thefunds to those districts "most in need of additional
ss,

support." These are local districts 'hich were unable or unwilling to

provide the required match and the state Ls unableto find addition:rfunds
.

4
to assist-with'the match. In another state, vocational education adminis--

trators.reported that $300:000 of the set- aside was returned at the end

of FY 1978 because local agencies were unable to generate the required Match.

.

In thdse latter examples, the state agencies were passing Elie burden for
-

1.)

generating a match to the local districts even though_the 1976 Amendments

explicitly state that no individual district should not be prevented from

serving the special;needb,populations by its inability to provide the

required match. ,The provision for a statewide rather than a prograq match,

how,ever; assumes that in some districts or in state programs, there is a
X°

sufficient over-match to average out at the right lev1. One state diredtor

estimated that if'tfie state were to supply the matching funds for these pro-
.

grams, it would take an additional annual appropriation,of $60 million, and

that was unlikely.
X

Somestates,.however, havelibeen successful in generating a state
.

.
. ,

match without burdening the-local districts. A few states have state-
.:
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funded vocational programs which they use a match. _Several states give

part of their set-aside allocations to sp 1 1 state-supcorted schools for the
RC

deaf, blind, or mentally retarded. These states Ilso fund vocational prOgrams

* for inmates in state prisons. Obviously, it is easy to, generate a very large

,over -match in these, types of institutions with a small amount of federal EA

funds. One state was able:to generate almost all of its et 'red state and

local match by allocating funds for a state - supported inmate t_aining program.

In 1979, Congress responded to the states' concerns regarding the ,

sts

stringent matching requirements with the passage of,Technical Amendments.

As explained in the House report accomp'enyingthe Technical Amendments,

Congress recognized that the teauireMents T2ere serving as a disincentive to

providing federal dollars to support vocational education'to special pop-

ulations and were imposing a financial hardship on local eligible recipients

(p. 10). To remedy this problem, the Amendments allow,states to exceed

4

on a statewide basis the 50 percent match to thft federal share for programs

and services for thehandicapped and disadvantaged, "pursuant tt,regurations '

issued by the Commissioner" (p. 10). The regulations which implement these

Amendments allow states to fund additional .services using up to 66 percent.

federal funds with' several restrictions., Among these restrictions, states '

have to apply to the Commissioner eachtime' they want 'to utilize this

_waiver; the application must be filed in the fiscal year preceding the year

In which the state wants to use a greater federal share; and the pOrtion

of the federal share exceeding 50 percent must be taken from the regular

Subpart 2 and 3 funding, not from the setasides. While it is too sobn to

assess the impact of these Amendments and regulations, it appears that the
,

procedures for applying for a waiver may place such a burdenlon the states

30
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that they.May not.feel it worthwhile to seek to take advantage of the
4

more flexible law. Clearly this is an'issue that Congress will want to

continue to monitor.

The second major problem cited by vocational educatiA administra--

tors in explaining their difficultieg in spending the set-asides has-to do

with the definition of excess costs and the problems of creating aft ade-

quate audit trail for them: state and local agencies have been cautious

in their interpretation of the excess cost regulation because they fear

that their claiiis for federal reimbursement will be disallowed; as a

result, some lOca1 agencies apparently do not claim ;:eimbursemeht for expenses

that gresUMable qualify.

4In part, the difficulties stem from a poor underStanding of the

definition of additional services and excess e.s. In one state, state

administrators repolited that "three different federal officials gave us

three different" e*planations of excess cost. Most often, however/state

officials contended that the lack of the operational examples ,of allowable 1, .

excess costs expenditures (particularly, for the disadvantaged poiSulation)

had,inhibited many local agencies, who preferred to give.the money back to

the state rather than take a chance on being accused of misspending the

funds, as had happened in one or two states. Few local education agencies,

according to state staffs, seem willing to runkthe risk of haying to pay

back monies from regular revenues. Thus, in the absence of clear defini- .

4 .

.

tions.and approved procedures, many local agencies prefer riot to use the

handiCapped and disadvantaged set-asides. Other agencies do use the money

but limit themselves to safe; and therefore often uncreative, uses of the

funds which may not best serve, the students to whom they arejirected.-
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To some extent at least, these definitional difficulties may be a

function of lack of experience in working with this concept and, therefore,

should'diminish as time goes on, particularly ifOVAE and the state agencies

1provide technical'assistance: At least a few states are holding-workshops

and'issuing guidelines on these topics with the expliCit goal of encour-

aging and, enabling 'local education agencieg to increase their use of
0(

set-aside funds. A
,

The difficultiei,associated with the excess c sts requirements also

'stem'from the accouhting systems required to document.them. This problem

may be harder to salve than the definitional problem. 'Several respondents

indicated that it is extremely diificuit.to track expenditures for additional'
.

. . ,

services. The problem Is particularly difficult to track expenditures for

additional services The problem is particularly difficult when the special

needs students are mainstreamed and expenditures mupt be tracked for each

ti

student individually. The difficulty, according to state administrators,

is not that tracking cannot be done, but that it is not cost-efective to

claim a federal reimbursement when new accounting procedures must be developed ,

in order to provide
/-
evidence.to substantiate the expenditure. The

. ,
,director of vocational education in a large ci y.stated that his system

- 6
serves several thousand handicapped and d.iiadvantaged students in the city's

five high schools and one vocational center,each year, However, they had

not claimed a single handicapped or disadvantaged student for VEA reimburse-

ment purposes because the computer was not capable of handling the required

additional data elements; and a new computer was "out of the question."

Thk response of turning back'or not claiming seaside funds is par-
,

ticularly attractive When other sources of fedefal or state funds are

>

N,32
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available to serve the same students w±th fewer strings attached or at a

higher rate of reimburement. Fof example, a number of local administra-

tors stated that they would rather obtain federal assistance to serve

disadvantaged, students under CETA than under the yocational Education

Act because they received conside'rably more mtine

Thus, many of state and local, administrators feel that the excess cost

) 1,1

and matching requirements create substantial problems in spending the

set-asides. Some Sample states surmount these nroblems, It'least to

the extent that they spend the set-asides, while others do not. It is

not possible to determine the extent to which some of the difficulties

cited.bli the administrators -- i.e., that the match is not available and

excess costs cannot be documented without incurring a tremendous burden

in redord keeping -- are inherent to the requirements and therefore..lasting,

as opposed to being functions of lack of experience in dealing with these

concepts and therefore to be expected to diminish over time. In either case,

.

the proviSions in the short run are creating aJdisincentive to spending

federal funds. In some states there may be a trade-off between using

federal funds amd promoting the use of state and local funds for special

needs populations. Ona state consultant for special programs reported that

he doubts "that we've,gotten any more state and local money into handicapped

and dis'advantaged programNhan we would have without the excess cost /matching

provision. rele would definitely have gotten more federal lollars into them
.

without the 45cce'ss cost/rlatching, however."

33
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Thesecond question to be answered in examining.the implementation

of the set-aside and Subpart 4 requirements is by.Wlat means argil the funds

being given out? Most Of the states used to -- and many would prefer to

continue -- to distribute these fundS by a project method; i.e., local
g

institutions developed proposals for special projects or services they
./ .

wanted to undertake and equested funds to su port the proposals;- state

agency'staf.r. decided which proposals to fund and at what level, often on,
the basis of past funding levels for th institution and/or professional

judgments about the quality of the proposal'. Although some states continue
4

to use a project method of funding, BOAE policy encourages a formula method,

nd some states believe,they are required to use it.

State administrators object to the distribution.of special population
O

. funds by formula on several grounds. First, they argue, the distribiation

cqr

of set-asides by formula,resulta in trivial allocations' which are almost

useless to the local agency. More frequently, they claim that the formula

method sends funds to agencies that do-not use the funds and, as a result, _

the state has large amounts of unspent funds which had to be carried over

to' the following.year,

While there is noevianceiavailable to support or counter the first

argument', the second can be addressed by comparing the method by which funds

are distributed to the proportion of the grant spent on the set-asides and

4111t

'Subpart 4. If the formula method does salt in, monies going to

agencies that do not spend them, we would expect the proportion of the

V.

set-aside and Subpart 4 funds expended in a year to be consistently lower

in states which rely. entirely on formula distributions than in states

34
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which use the project method or a cOmbination'of the two methods. An
. .. ,

analysis by Abt Associates to test this assumption in 12 of its 15 sample

stat shoc:is no clear pattern of superiority of one distribution method

over another. Of eight states using the formula distribution methods
-

todistribute the disadvantaged set-aside, five ki.ere'at above the

.median for peAcentage of total allocation spent during the year, while two

of the; three states using the project Method were in the high range of

percent of allocation spent. Of the four states distributing funds.

with some combination of the two procedures, half were found in the top

range and ha fdere in the bottom range of distribution of set-aside

fUnds%for the handfcapped. A similar analysis of the distribution of

funds under Subpart 4 shows that five states distributed funds for these

* programs using the formula method, while seven and three used the project

and compLnatAmpi methods, respectively.' Of'those states using project
. ,

method, three were in the high range, and four states were in the low

lbe

7ige,
while two out of five states using the formula method were in the

high range. Thus, distributing special populations monies by rformpla

rather than by a project method 4.'s not consistently associated with a

lower level of spending.

fi

The third auestion to be answered in examining the implementation of

the set-aside-and Subpart1.4 requirements, though only in the broadest terms,
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is: hos,/ are these funds being spent? Neither the law nor the regulations

places narrow restrictions on the orograms, activities or services which
) r

can be supported with special needs fund% any of the allowable. uses under

Subparts 2 and 3 are permitted under the set- asides alsb)and Subpart 4 has

no restrictions at all.' As might be expected, given this absenceTof

restrictions, the set-asidts and Subpart 4 fund a widerange of activities

including special equioment.remedial and iutKrial Cervices, And in,tome
,

instances wholly separate programs.

Withi)a,,thiswide range of uses, two oointa art of note. some

states placethe= own restrictions ,_on the useof 4andicapped and dis-

advantaged funds. At least one state, for example;'only allows these

I/P monies to be used'for

for two reasons: the

burden in docuMenting

equipment., Such restrictions are

allowable uses are chosen to ease

excess costs or, more frequently,

usually imposed

the, accounting

the.restriCtions

are.consisteht with state practices for the use of.all VEA funds; many
'Up

states, for example, do not use VEA funds to pay teacher Salaries because
.

local agencies would be hard pressed to cover thes@,costs j,f. federal Support

Were withdrawn. While state agencies may not adopt the practice of-limiting

uses of., the set-aside and Subpart 4 monies with the intention of, hindering

the goal of serving special needs populations, they may inadvertently have

that effect. Finding the appropriatestrAtegy for serving special needs

A students often requires considerable creativity_ana leeway. By limiting '

the alternatives available to local vocational educators, state agencies

may be restricting the quality of service these students receive. One local

administrator:on seeing a copy of Res'rge, a BOIE publication which provides

a
"rn
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guide es on services tospecial needs students, was enthusiastic about

the ran' e of activities and services suggested but commented that many were

not eligible'for federal reimbursement in his state.

A second point to note in considering the uses of the set-asides

and Subpart 4 is that some states sponsor a particular approach in serving

soecial needs students. For example, Texas.andlilklahomause the Coopera-\

tive Vocational and Academic'Education program (CVAE) and Wisconsin and

Illinois use the Work Experience and Career Education Program (WECEP)
.

State sponsorship usually involves the issuance of guidelines for

program operation'and materials apd.technical assistance'to support them.
4 .

Generally local districts are not required to use these programs.but can
alb

choose'between the state-sponsored program and activities of their own
4

design. Also, the use of state-sponsored programs 'appears to be declining.

The programs are to be noted, however, because they have both good and bad

characteristics in,-rms of furthering federal intent, On the positive

,side they are more visible than most VEA activities. They have a name

,and common identity whi"ch is recognized across the state, or in some

cases several states, and they ane generally regarded as
gbi

worthwhile pro-

grams. Hence, they draw attention in a positive way to serving special

needs populations. They also give local administrators a ready-made

program with a good chance of success. On the negagive side, these programs

tend to be separate, suPgializ

IL

d,11Lams and'thus do not further the

federal intent of providing services to special needs students in

regular programs of vocational education-

37
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Priority to applications in needy districts. Tne second mechanism

in the`'S976 Amendments for targeting funds to special needs populations

is .to give priority to needyqistricts in distributing VEA funds. This

mechanism has two parts. First,.in deciding w ch applicants will receive

funding, priority is to be given to applicants in economically depressed.
4\

O82

areas and areas of high unemployment which are unable td meet their

vocational education needs without federal assistaAce. Second, in

deciding the amount of funding to be given to each approved applicant,

V
the two most important factors. must be the relative financial ability of

the applicant and the number or concentration of,low-income people in

the area. Subparts 4 and 3 also have special requirements for targeting

funds to needy districts.

Unfortunately, this.is an area where it is difficult, if'not impossible,

to.determinehether the law is having its intended effect. In part, the

difficulty stems from a lack of clear federal guidelines tothe states on

acceptable funding formulae. The identification of acceptable formulae

.hetrbeen one of the most confusing and unresolved, aspects of the 1976 Amend-
.

ments To on all dimensions% not just those related to targeting funds to

needy districts. As a result of this confusion and changing direction from

BOAS, most states have changed their fundingformulae at least once.

Although a number.o states'now have formUlae whiCh appear on paper

to meet federal requiremerts, it is still difficult to determine if a high,

proportion ofifunds are going to needy districts because of the maze of

procedures through which states fund local agencies. However, one type of .

procedure' which may result in distributions which seem counter to federal

38
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intent is the recategorization of VEA funs into special purpose pools.

liymothetically, if a state wishes to give preference in funding to one type

of loc ency over another, it can do so by making thpool for one. type

of institution proportionally larger than'the pool for 'another. Hence,

while usin\c?* the same formula to distribute dollars to various institutions

throughout the state, the actual result may be that federal dollars are

not distributed according to the two most important Congressionally

mandated factors at all. The most important element in the allocation

pattern may very well be institutional type or some other restrictive

pool factor. Thus; in a state where only area centers may qualify for

federal support for equipment purchases, it would appear that "relative

ability' to oay l's narrowly defined to mean "relative ability among like
-.,

local educatioriltkpncies." .A review of state plans, accountability reports,

and interviews with state officials suggests that this hypothetical illus-

tration may well reflect reality. Some states appear to allocate div-

proportionately more VEA dollars to area vocational centers than to '

'comprehensive high schools offering vocational programs even though the

A

schools are in the same geographic area. At least one state uses 100

_percent of the VEA allocation at the postsecondary level, even though there

must be some needy secondary schools in t?fe state. The funding pools used

in these instances ar within the limits of the law but in practice may

result4in distributions in whiCh factors other, than those mandated are in

fact most important.

. 3, 9 -
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Reporting or. Uses of Funds and o7 Coordination with Other Laws,

In keeping with the emphasis throughOut the 1976 Amendments on
4

planning and accountability, state agencies are required to address

special needs populations in the five -year state plan, the annual plan

and the accountability report.
.

-Tek

More specifically, they are to describer:

- the intended and actual uses of the federal fdilds and
accompanying state and local matches for special needs
populations;

, :the ocedures used to give Priority to economically,
-epressed areas;

the procedures for assuring that funds are used consistently
with the standards of the Educationof the Handicapped act; and.

.

the mechanisms to be uted to coordinate votatiorftr-educatleon
programs assisted under VEA and manpower training programs
under' CETA.

1n general, states appear to be complying with these requirements.
. \ ,,

.NA
For example, an analysis of 33 five-year plans (which y7ien-.submitted

.
before the regulations were issged) shows, that:

24 of the 33 states describe the use of hanaigappe6 and
disadvantaged set asides;

17 states describe the use funds for limited-English
proficient persons

17 states describe the mechanifo'r coordinating-each student
vocational program with their. ,Indlladual Educational Plan
under P.L.. 94-1434; and

.

t,

.

27 states describe mechanisms for coo'tdination between vocational
education and'CETA.

But despite tbis'moderate compliance with the letter of'the law,

it is not clear.that,these requiremehts have an effect beyond compliance.
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In most cases, the descriptions of-the mechanisms for coordinating between

vocational education and special edu-cation and CETA are so general that

it is difficult to determine from the reports alone.whether they have any

impact. More important than reports are the joint activities between

state and'local vocational educators and CETA and special education

staff which will'be described in subsequent sections. And for the

reasons discussed in the previous section, it is difficult to, know

what effect,the reported procedures to give priotity to economically

depressed areas have.

The lack of impact of the descriotions of intended and actual

)
uses of funds is apparent from studies of the state planning processes

in vocational education. In'-many state plans, the description of 1,/ises

of fundis limited to-the proposed dollar allocations of the sett

aside's and Subpart 4 among level's of education and, in some case

eligible recipients; there is little or.no programmatic description of

the use of funds. If the Congressional ti.ntentin,recuiring the

) ,

descriptions of funds allocations is to obtain data as a basis for

accountability, then the.plana Meet federal intent. But if the intent

for reporting on-the use,of handicapped and disadvantaged fun ds is
. .

consistent with the intent for-the planning reqUirement,a overall -- i.e.,.
.

4-0,100...... -
.., ,

,

.

that tte,state plans.are to be not simply compliance documents but working

dOtuments which summarize state efforts to assess needs and resources and
r

. .
. I

develop a bluegri4..for action, in vocational education -- then the intent

... I

. ..

is not .met . AS with planning in other areas, the state agency controls

. the distribution of federal funds and it can within broad limits specify

41
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allowable uses Or occupational areas to be given priority with those

,funds: It does not, however, prepare a-detailed master plan.of activities

for special populations across the state. Given the emphasis on local

autonomy, most local agencies would probably resist such e.master plan

if'the state attempted to impose it.

Evaluation of Results of Additional Services
7

Program evaluation is another theme which is given emphasis in the

1976 Amendments as a means of improving the quality and relevance of

vocational, programs. Although the evaluation requirements in the law

make no reference to-special needs populations in outlining the evaluation

responsibilities of state vocational education agencies, the regulations
. .

do.' As one of ;our areas bf evaluation, the regulations reouirstate

agencies (or more accutately, State Boards) to eValuate the results of

additional services to special populations in ouantitative terms and

wi thin the Period of the five7year, state plan. Among the special pop-
-

ulations specifically indentiLied,are handicapped, disadvantaged and

limited=English speaking persons.j-The results. of the additional services
/,.

are to be measured by the evaluation criteria used in the three other

areas of evaluation specified in the. regulations:. planning and opera-
.

tional processes, the teSuls of student.achievement and ple results, f

student employMeni succest.

For the most part, states'are'not meeting these requirethents fully.

While most states touch on special needs populat,ions'in .cfme aspect of

their. evaluation procedures", the treatment is not always detailed,

more important, focuses on access to vocations.; programs rather Nil the

results of additional services. w

\
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I

The primary vehicles 'for,evaluating services to special populations

are the program review procedures,used'by the states to examine tlanning
.1.

and operational prOcesses. All sample states in the Abt study Alich engage

.

in formal review procedures, for example, include items concerning special

populations, though not all states addrest all populations and the extent
. -

of detail in the review varies considerably. One state, which does give

special popualtions extensive treatment, includes in its review.troqedure

an entire section dealing wit:) additional services for special populations.

Further, a team member is assigned rasppnsibility for data concerning
4

the disadvantaged and handicapped. In another sample state, tiie4self--

evaluation for secondary vocational programscontains a section devoted.

to special services for disadvantaged and/or handicapped-students, The

instrument looks in detail at placement and Iprogramming Of handcapped

students in vocational classes, meeting thedkeeds of handicapped'and

disadvantaged students, job placement,Of the disadvantaged or handicapped
. f,

student, and program managemeat,
, Some States also establish standards

for acceptable levels of equal access. One, for example, has standaRts

for vocational education which specify that the percentage of women,

minority groups, disadvantaged and handicapped, and limited-English

speaking students enrolled in vocational, education in theregion'be the

same as their respective percentage living in the region. ".N

- 4.
. . .

The4common element'ofene attention given-to special populations in
e

the program reviews is that they focus on access to vocational programs.

The evaluation of the results of programs for special, populations in

terms of, student achiev,ement and student employment success is given much

less attention, at least in terms of the formal state'board,evaluatlon
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system. In terms of student achievement,!the lack of attention probably

follows more from the general lack of acceptable measures for all vocational so

?education programs than from a particular:fnattentiom to special popu-

lations. In terms of student employment success, the Vocational Education

Data System does not currently require that'student follow -up data be

broken.out by sex, race, ethnic backgroundand handicap, t'hough such ,

11,

delineation is'anticipated. At present, no breakdown by disadvantage .

is planned. ,Employer follow-up will include sex and race/ethnicity but

.

not handicap or disadvantage. Consequently, many'states do not collect

the, data needed to judge the employment success of special needs 4ocational

students separately, fro all students.*

Another aspect of the .emphasis on access to programs rather
t.

!

on outcomes is that the evaluations generally focus on all services-and

do not separate the additional services provided to special-heeds pop-

ulations.. In some states, the addiptiral services funded under the

'Vocational Education Act are monitored separately by the state staff

responiible'for handicapped and disadvantaged programs. In other states, .

however, the additional services rday be evaluated as part of the overall

program review process, but receive no special attention.

AO

Other State Agency Activities'

Beyond the provisions for administerihg federA funds, reporting on

Other states, through their own'management information systeMs, do
collect data broken down by special popula4ions. One, for example, as -sex

breakdowns of average hourly salary and employer ratings by Office of Educe.-
. tion programs.

44
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uses'of funds and coordinating mechanisms, and.evaluating the results;of'

additional services, the 1976 Amendments containoo recuirements for

state agency activities for special needs populations. Unlike the pro-
.

visions for promoting,sex equ there is no requirement for full-time

state persOnnel nor an extensive list oifunctions to be performed .,

Despite this minimal set of formal requirements, many states engage

in a'variety of state agency activities for special needs populations.

41though there are no data available to test the eXistenee)f a direct
--

relationship beeWeen'the extent or types of state activity and the level

of expenditure or quality of services for handicapped and disadvantaged

stude4 nts invocational education, state activities are an important means

of giving priority to special populations.

In this section, we will look briefly, at the array of functions which

state, staff assigned to work with special poptilationStperform. Wt will 40

also look more clgsely at two common areas of state activity: efforts
4

to coordinate with other state agencies and efforts to provide assistance

to local education agencies attempting to serve these special populations.

Staff responsibilities. Most states have assigned at least one person

to take major responsibility for working With at leAt one of the speciPar'pop-

ulitins._ The number of and 'their responsibilities Vary considerably

.among states, however.

The Abt Associates study found that: the majority of i4al5 sample states

have one or two staff members working with special populations, although
;

a significant proportion have more:

o Three states have one person who is responsible for all special

;
needs populations. '

45
o Three states have one person assigned to work with one special
° needs populations with the other populations unassigned one

:t
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a

state has no one assigned to work with the handicapped, and two
states, have no one assigned to work with the disadvantaged.

6 Three states have two special needs staff members; one
state,has one persoh specifically assigned to the handicapped
and one to the disadvantaged while in the other two states,
the two staff members work as a team forall populations.

o Six slates have special nteds units of three or more staff
memberS;,.this category includes two states in which state
personnel are assisted by a group of full-time consultants
who provide training and technical assistance to local
districts.*

InterestiVy, the number of speclal needs staff members is not directly

related to the size of the sample state's. in fact, the only consistent rela-
a

tionship between nutberof soecialneeds staff and state size is that the

three states which have one person assigned to one population with the other

poo'ulatiens4left uncovered are all. large states.

Staff in all but one of the 15 sample states appear to have no major

job responsibilities other than special populations. The one exception

is a small state in which,the person a %signed to special needs is also

responsible for guidance and counseling. In analyz.ng the activities of

A

the special needs staff, states cab be categorized into one of two, groups

on the basis of staff orientation and. responsibilities. Assignments to

these categories must be separated by.,target popualtions, since a few

states not only have different staff members dealing with'each up but

define the responsibilitiesof true staff members differently. The first

icategory of specialneeds staff is. administrative: in seven states for

*' This analysis focuses primarily on activities in the agency designated
as the soel state agency for vocational education.
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the handicapped and eight states for the disadvantaged, the major res-

ponsibilities of the staff are to review applications or proposals for

funding, distribute funds among eligible reqipients, and monitor their

e use.. In other wOrds, their major effort is to administer federal
8

I

VEA funds. The second category is more programmatic, their emphasis being on

leadership and technical assistance:. in seven states for the handicapped and

five for the disadvantaged, the special needs staff spend a major portfbn

of their time in activities which support and actively promote services

to these population These activities include, for example, issuing policy

guidelines and handbooks on special needs populations, providing technical

assistance and training to -local districts,,and working with other sate

agencies and universities to develop It.raining materials, curricula, and

programs: In some states in this second group, the special needs staf?

handle the administrative tasks as well, while in other states, the admin-

istrative tasks afe taken care of by the financial staff of the agency.

Within the sample states, there is no onsistent relationship between the

staff orientation to programs or administration and the size of the

.state or the number of special eeds staff.ti

The mere fact that states an identify particular staff members with

major responsibility 'for special eeds populations suggests a certain level of

commitment to serving these population" Those states, however, in which

the special needs staff not only administer the VEA funds but also provide

leadership and technical assistance appear to be making an extra effort to

assist local districts in serving handicapped and disadvantaged.. students

in vocational education. In this role, their responsibilities, like the

sex equity coordinators', have elements of a change agent. Many vocational
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educators still need assistance and direction in serving special needs

students: are still uncomfortable in instructing special needs students,

particularly the ,handicapped, because they lack a full understanding of

these students' problems and capabilities and the, knowledge of teaching

strategies to work with them, They may also lack ideas about how to use

their set-aside and Subpart 4 funds most profitably. To the extent that

state agency staff can support local staff in remedyi'ng these deficiencies,

they are performing an important function in ultiffiately meeting the needs

of special populations.

Activities with other state agencies. The state vocational education

agency is clearly not the only governmental body administering services

or even vo*tional education -- to handicapped, disade.;antaged, and limited

English-proficient students. In keeping with the emphasis in the l976.

Amendments, qn coordinated planning and service delivery, most state voca-

tional education agencies work with other state agencies,. although the

extent of the cooperative effort' varies both with category of special

pol4lation'and aMonq states.

Most joint state agency activity for special-needs populations

focuses on the handicapped: There teem)R be little evidence of extensive
1'

communication or joint activity between state spedial needs staff and
1

state CgTA staff around in-school disadvantaged youth. The interchange

between vocational education'staff and state CETA staff tends to be

limited to-the expenditure of 6 percent funds and not'to involve the

special needs staff. The 6 percent funds were 'adMinisterd in the sample

states by 'special sub-units within the vocational education agency and, in-a

number Of states, these subunits had 1 e involvement with the rest of the

agency2 In some states /)here is also contact batdeeVCEIA and vocational

48:
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education staff over"the 10 percent and 4 percent coordination monies, but

,v
this is sporadic and often takes the form of the vocational education

agency Applying for CETA funding rather than being involved in any joint

planning or co-sponsorship of activities. ,There also armears to be little

communication with state staff for Title I of the'Elementary and Secondary

Education Act, probably for.the same reasons that there is little

cooperative effort at the local level: target schools differ and, until

recently, Title I focused almost exclusively on elementary students. For

limited English- speaking students, there is probably contact httween the

state vocational education and biitilkiwual staff in some states, but in the

NIE studies we heard virtually nothing about it. Thus, the focus of the

dicussion on joint activities is on work with special educAtion And

vocational rehabilitation.

State vocational education agencies are involved in a variety of

joint activities with the special education and vocational rehabifitation
f".

agencies, ranging-from formal, written interagency agreements to close, )

informal working relationships among agency staff. Most states in the

Abt Assciates sample have an interagency agreement governing the delivery

OT services to handicapped students; other are in the precess of developing

agreements. Usdally the agreement is between.vocational education,

vocational rehabilitation, and special.education (though.occasionally

another agency, such as the Bureau.for the Blind, is added, depenaing

on the state structure). Typically, the agreementi clarify each agency's

areas. of responsibility for service delivery. to these clients in order to

avoid.duplication or gals pi service. Standing alcne, as they do in some

states,. this type of written agreement constitutes tie most limited level

.14
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of joint activity. In a few states, the writt' agreement goes further and

becomes a master plan or Policy statewent for coordinated efforts. -

a

In a number of the 15 sample states, Staff from vocational and special

education (and very,often vocational rehabilitatign) review or even

participate in the development of the poli6y guidelines which each agency

issues to its local,service delivery system. A key policy decision in

these reviews is frecently the\tddition to the special education policy

of a specified role for vocational educators in the IEP process; in severe;

states, the vocational education staff felt that their participation in lOr

developing special edx..lation policy was critical-to success in this area.
5.$

In some sample states, the jointpolicy review is conducted by inter-
.

divisional committees or task forces on the handicapped. These committees

-elso'have broader responsibilities for joint planning and, in at least
..

-. . .. Ii . e f'
,two of our samplest

$

ikes-rstnelComitteei review a1,1 secondary'applications
,

ep _

1
r

for funding%for handicapped programs under,the V6c tional Education Act,,
s .-.T),- . --i- ,.

6
the Handicapped act, and the VocationaloRenabilit ion:'Act. *\,

' -Many sample*states also have joint training
t
and-j6intlY sponsored

'
.

local projects among the three agenciesb J &int ikainihg is offered,for both-
,

' -
state agency and local staff. Most frequently,$t-;he:,t0eringis funded by

,special education, with vocational educati6s being- invited tc`attend. In

- &

terms of jointly sponsored local projects, markstaps.mentioned projects

such as evaluation centers and work experience pragraffs ',which had been

"

jointly operated by special education, vocational eaucation, and vocational

r4habilitati2n since 1976. In other cases, the example's were of local

Ps
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vocational education projects funded with special education.dollarS:

Finally; in several states, state vocational education and-special

education staff, describe close personal working relationships that go

beyond specific assignments to task forces or sponsorship of particular

activiDcies. -These staff talk with each othe'r frecuently to share ideas

and thus informally coordinate, learn frot one another, and help each

other plan. In one state, the vocational education special needs

Person told us that his working relatidnship with the special' education

staff was so close that they even socialized together. In another state,

a vocational education staff member and a special education staff member

worked particularly closely because during at least one of many recent

state reorganizati' (when vocational education was dissolved as a

separate division), they were assigned to the same unite

Thus, in many states, there is an effort_at the state agency to

coordiante efforts for serving handicapped students. It appears that

much of this activity predates the 1976 Education Amendments, beginning

in 1970 withvocational rehabilitation, but also very much influenced by

the passage of P.L. 94-142.

f

Assistance to local agencies. One of the-major. functions of the state

.special needs staff with a programmatic orientation, as stated earlier, is

assisting local education agencies and other eligible-recipients to become

aware of the problems and capabilities of special, needs students and to

develop strategies foNser-wing them. Where btate staff are responsible
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for both handicapped and disadvantaged students, both a + covered by this

assistance. The two most common forms for state assistance are cooperating

with colleges and universities to provide courses, and providing technical
r-

assistance and training directly through state staffynd state-hired

'consultants. 4

In terms of cooperating with colleges and universities, several

states use a portion of their MA funding to support teacher training

institutions in providing courses on special needs populations. 2n other

cases, the state agency works with the teacher training institutions to

obtain the support Ad. agreement for efforts in this area, but do not

directly fund them. Codrses on special needs populations are directed

IC

both at college students who are preoginq to tgacifand at current teachers

who are'returning for additional education. Oftn a series of courses is

offered covering a Variety of topics ranging from Psychological or sociolog-

ical analyses of the problems to special needs students to methods of

teaching these. Students. Again, there seems to be,a heavier emphasis on

handicapped than on disadvantaged-or limited-E:iglish proficient students.

Several states have joint or associate credentialing programs in which

vocational educators, by taking a series of special education courses, earn

a teaching credential in soeciaJi education, or vice versa for special

education teachers.

State staff and consultants provide training .and technical assistance

#0-

themselves through workshops 4n4 sessions offered at confeences, by visits to

individual schools, and by the dissemination bf policy-guidelines and

w
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curriculum-materials. .Most frequently, workshops on special populations are

held during larger regional or .state conferences for vocational education

Usually formal sessions are held only a few times a year and for a lidlited

period of timet (in contrast with a college course, which lasts over a
V

period of weeks). In most states, the state ecial needs staff also Work
Itop

with the staff of individual districts. The frequency of these visits

varies, and in some cases waits for a school-initiated request: one district

official reports that he makes heavy demallds on the special needs

consultant for his region, estimating that he'had met with her eight to

ten times by March of that school year. A number of

states have issued or are in the process of issuing policy guidelines. At

least one state has used VF,a,funds to support a dissemination center bAosed
.--- ---

. . .

in one of the state universities. The center collects curriculum materials\
. ,

and descriptions of exemplary practices for special needs students in

vocational education. It theg distriButes'these through a regularly issued

newsletter, oonference'progranfs and exhibits, workshops and inservice

programs.

Like the-sex equity,coordinators, the special needs staff frequently

A begin their assistance with awareness training. One. state, for example;:'

offers extensive awareness workshops for groups of 40 instructors and

Administrators in different parts ofthe state. For two days, staff
.00

members from'different,schools and holding different positions worked in

an ,plaborate tole play Scenario to address the problems of serving special

needs students in. vocational education.

Special needs staff also frecuenly provide technical assistance

r
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related to the administration of the Vocational Education Aqt. They

assist local staff in preparing long-range plans and preparing APpllta-,

tions for funding. They also assist the districts in defining and docu-
,

menting excess costs. Usually these,aotivitis take place during the

state staff visits to individual schools, but at least one sample state

held regional rorkshops last year on excess costs because the reqUire-
.

ment: was of such widespread concemn,,

.In some cases, special needs staff also conduct on-sitsiloorogram

reviews, usually as part'of the overall agency program review process,

but occasionally independently.

there are no data available-on the effectiveness of-this wide

range of activities with local agencies. At the very least,- however,,
,

they serve to draw'attention to special needs po04ations. They *re ,

tY1also consistent wi the recommendation made repeatediy in the next

section that technical assistance is in, many cases the most effective

strategy for improving local service delivery to special needs pdpu-

lations.
6

Policy Implications

Funds administration. Based on the-information available for this
0

paper, it appears that the set-asides and Subpart 4 funds are successful

in directing more resources to services for special needs populationt than

they would otherwise receive, thouq in many cases the amount of resources,

is limit44. S=veral state administrators admit that without the mandated

set-asides, theywould probably continue to serve handicapped and disT

advantaged students, but not at the high'level that the current legislation

a

54_.'-4*
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requires. Consequently the set-asidesshbuld be retained. t !

.1 -

The impact of the excess cost.and matching'reauitements which accom-
7 -

pdhi%the set-asides is less clear. From this study, we cannot determine

4 ,

the extentto which the difficulties cited by administrators are, inherent

to the requirements and therefore lasting as opposed to being simply

functions of inexpe ience in dealing with these' concepts. In the abSence

of that determination, the excess cost and matching requirements should

be retained on the assumption thht this approach supports the federal

role as a catalyst to State'and local efforts, and that the difficulties

which the states currently face will diminish as they gain experience
. .

.

in these areas. However, tht policy of allowing districts to apply

.federal reimbursement to the fi.l costs of separate programs for special

needs students while only applying federal fUnds to the excess costs of
- \

mainstreamed programs Should be altered, While no administrators in the '-.._.:-----------

.:

, .

. Abt study spoke of this policy as'a barrier to mainstreaming, it certainly

does not serve as a positive incentive either. Congress should consider

altering the policy,
,

for 'example, hby' sunnorting separate programs only

. .

,
for the costs above the_ner-pupil costs in the district.of providing

vocational education to nor, handicapped and non-disadvantaged students.

Also, OVAE should be encouraged-to provide increased technical assistance,

to local eduqation agencies., OVAE' should also be encouraged to monitor

the effectivenesspf the revised matching requirements to determine whether

its procedures for seeking a waiver are so restrictive that stat
C
es do not

t
a.

take advantage of the,hew requirements. Congress,should also monitor

the set-aside expenditures to determine whether states\are indeed, mastering

the excess cost and matching requirements, or whether those requirements
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serve as continuing disincentives to the use or` federal funds.k% '
.A,

. . . ,

State lagency activities. The role currently played by

vocational educati agency staff in'many states to-provide leadership

in serving special nee .populations rather than simply irkinietering

0
federal funds-is import 4t. To formalip this role, Congress should

0

amend to direct st es toqDrovide leadership throu54:

poliCy development;

technical assistance to.'local districts;

foevaluation and monitoring of,local activities; and

coo hation.with other state agencies serving special

needs populations, O

0

Such- a provision should take the form of a broad policy statement. It

should not require states to appoint full-time personnel, compateble
l .

to those re'aUirea for sex equity, nor, specify structures for implementing
,i.

these function's. Such requirements would be overly restrictive and seem

alinecessary since many states are already, active in this area. Rather

that prescribing the details Of how the leadership role should be

carried out; the federal government should hold the'stateaccountable for
_

fulfilling the leadership role by re*irj.ng repoiting,in the state plan, as-
-

described below, and through subsequent Monitoring and review by OVAE.

In carrying out their leadership role, state staff should maintain -and in

many, cases extend their activities in two areas emphasized in this paper:

coordination with other state agencies and assistance to local'agencies

'serving special needs poPUlationi. State staff res2onsible for special

-needs populations should'be encouraged through technical assistance plo-
,

vided: by OVAE to work closely with state staff for special education,

vocational, *abilitation,\ compensatory education, bilingtal education 5 6
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and CETA'to develop more integrated°service delivery practices. Working...

with other.... tate agencies should be directed to the activities in which

some 4tates are already engaged: developing interagency agreements

for servO.ce delivery responsibility, reviewing policies and proposals

'
for other agencies, and jointly sponsoring training and local programs.

9

Providing'technical assistance to local agencies sholild also be continued

an expanded; for ,as the next section emphasizes,'At.appears to be a 'key.

element in improving services to special nee ds populations. OVAE4should
0

assist states to develop.the most effecti ve strategies for providing'

technical assistance.

Reporting. To support the leadership and management role of the,

.
.

. state agency staff and to improve the Usefulness 'ofstate planning dOcu-

,

/
.

mentsc,the requirementsfor..addressing special needs populations in the
,..

five -year and annual plan should be changed. In place of the current

provisions', states 'should be required to describethe activities which

the state agency will ke to support special needs populations in

terms of:
. ,

1 ;policy development; 's", , .

'4 technical assistance;.
. 4 , . .-

. 4 ,

evaluation and monitoring:. and

4 coordination with other,state agencies.

,

Such aplan should.be similar to many of the sex equity plans already

included in the state plans. It should hot simply play back the require-

ss

ments for serving specialneeds populations or list only broad goals

and objectives but should be a working document which lays out planned

activities and an approximate Schedule for accomplishing them.

L.:1`.. ._
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To aid states in developing these olails, OVAE staff should again

provide technical assistance. They should also be required,to review

the completed plans for quality, not simply5ompliance.

Evaluation. The process of evaluating additional services'to,

special needs populations can also support the state agencies' leadership

and management, role since'the evalUation should pi'ovide state staff

with information on which to monitor and provide technical assistance)

to invididual local agencies. To respond to the finding that many states

are not meeting federal requirements in.this area, the enforcement of

the current regulations should be strengthened. Recognizing that evalu-
,

ation systems require time and resources first to develop-and then to

implement, states should be encouraged to-evaluate

populations whenever possible through their larger

rather, than by developing a'wholly separate system,

evaluation findings for special needs populations

services for special

evaluation system

However, the

should be reported

separately and should focus on additional services not merely access to

vocational programs. Also, the evaluations should include some measures

of the outcomes or resu;ts of services io special needs populations,

though these measures' should not be limited to placement rates. 0Thqy

also do not need2to be reported every year for every student as VEDS

requires;. instead, sampling of students and periodic evaluations should

be encouraged.

If states need timetto develop an evaluation systeMfor special

needs populations, they should be required to include in their state

i
plan a detailed plan with a specific timetable for development and

implementation. The plan should be a real workplan not

58

just a girneral
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statement of intention with an indefintie schedule. To support these

requirements, OVAE should, first, provide technical assistance to state,

agencies in developing their workplan and/or their evaluation system

and, second, enforce the requirement that states are to evaluate

q-

the results of additional services to'special needs populations.

1

)
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LOCAL BEHAVIOR AND IMPLEMENTATItN

4

Local education agencies are obviously key to reaching the

'federal goal of,provIding special.needs populations with ready access

\to Cational
.
education. tltImately;: thd implementation of thePo

..
,

. . i
.

Vocational Education Act and; more broadly, all services to students 4
.

,-,

witlispecial needs depend on local actions because it,is at the local-

level that services are actually delivered to students. As will be

discussed in thi% section,'however'the 1976 Amendments appear to have

had only a limited ittpact on local activities for special,needs
. ,

students. 1

. limited impact stems'from several sources. ,First, the

impact of the VEA is influenced by the governmental structure through

wtich the law is administered interms of both the communicat on from

federal to state toloCal agencies tind the,control one layer or ov-

ernment exerts over, the layer'beiew it. As,stated earlier, the law.

goes through successive interpretations as it is implemented and cpm-

municated by the,federal and state vbcatidnal,education agencies tb
o ,

local agencies. At each level, -as the lawis interpteted in light of

agency and individual understanding and pridrity, the emphasis or even

the content of the Congressional messagelMay change. Moreover, the
. -

federal and state age sponsible.for,administeridg'the VEA do not

have full con over local ac ions. Again as stated, earlier', alb

-provisions

v.
1

-provisions of ?art A of the Act are administered' by the state agency'
i

for vocationaleducation; the Office oVocatiOhal and Adult Education
-;

(OVA'S) has no direct line of communictation with local agencies under

this part. But state agencies have limited authority because of the
J

0

JI

4*

2



emphasis in mos states on'local autonomy, through both statute and

,common nractice. In the case of vocational education this emphasis

is 'r4eightened by the small P.,;pportion which federal dollars -- and in

many Cases, state dollars also -- contribute to the total funding of

:

vocational education. One repeatedly hears both state and local vocational

educators liken federal attempts to drive the vocational education

enterorise to the proverbial tail wagging the dog. In this context4

of deference to local autonomy, state agenci'es are important to' the

implementation of the VEA in that they control the federal message

which is conveyed to the local district, but they do not have the authority,

or the inclination, to dictate local itolemenzation zompletely. They

e" .f

can offer incdntives such as.funds and,technical assistance,to,encovage
t--

.. ,

imoslementation but have only limited santtions for enforcin4 compliance.

Second, the'immact of the law is limited by the structuresof the VEA
-

in%that the law has multiple gbals,and allows a variety,of activities to

4

be supported by federal funds. As a-result, attention to any one area

ip terms of both technical assistance and enfbrcement is diluted. Also,

because activities supported by,VEA tend to be diver se and in, most cases

,comprise only a small piece of a'vocational education program or project,

o
they, are often not visible.

Third, the implementation and impact of the VEA are influenced by

the local context in which tlAlew is applied. 'Local education agencies,

even more than State vocational agencies, are not orga nized-solely to im-

plement federal law. They hayeindependent goals, priorities and political

61
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pressures. To the extent'that these are consistent with federal recuire-
,,

ments and intention, they will undoubtedly enhance- the implementation of

federal law. To the extent -that they override or cqflict with federal

.requirements, the implementation of the federal law will suffer. !,lore-
,

over vocational education in many local agencies is only one curriculum

among many. Unless an institution is organized primarily for the delivery

of vocational education -- it is a regionA vocational school, or a

technical insti,tute -.-- vocational education will have to compete for

attention. and resources wi-thi(4,the school system. At a time of high .

inflation, and in some localities tax, limits which restrict budgets,

and at a time_when other issues -- e.g., basic skills special education, --

may have priority over vocational education, vocational eduGation in.sen-
".1 t

eral may not get the attention and resources needs and therefdre-cannot

move in ail directions VEA suggests. When services forspecial populations,

.:
then, Must compete for attention And resources with' the other program goals

in vocational education, they are likely not to receive the priority they

need. Finally, the structure of the local district or institution /nfluences

the vocational education options available. High school districts which

=

offer vocational education only in comprehensive high schools, for example,
4

will probably-have a more limited range pf programs than,districts with ,

e arati vocational schools or which send students to regional vocational

' cen rS.'

Fourth, the implementation and, impact of the VEA are affected by

several `actors zpecific to populations with special needs. First,

special needs populations are difficult to serve appropriately. By

definition, they require additional resources to provide the special

.

., 11

.
assistance that is needed to enable them to-succeed in vocational education.

/
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In some cases -- for example, with physically handicapped individuals

0

the appropriate assistance is readily identified and obtained. In, other

cases, silch.as severely mentally retarded or severely academically dis- 41

advantaged students,, the probl"ems faced by individuals with special reeds

are difficult to overcome. Although the TEA well as other federal

laws -- defines categories or groups with special populations, these

groups are comprised of individuals who frequently have needs which differ
. -

from bne another. Ideally, educators should tailora program of
41

activities And support Sen7iCSS to each individual in theocational
. .

pro ram cf his or her cho-ice. F-equently, however, local agencies
\

not have the resources for this approach. soecial needs students
a

----like most students in z-l'ublit education are ,taught ±n groups which may

: t

not be orecisely attuned .to their needs.

Addressing the problems of sp ecial needs students in vodational

education is ,further complicated by the reluctance of some vocational

educators to,work4with these students. part, their reluctance stems

from a personal'hesitation about teaching: special rieds students,

particularly those with ,physical or severe mental handicaps. Many

* instructors lack training in teaching special needs students and, there-

fore, do not understand the students' problems and are not familiar

with strategies for overcoming those problems. In part, the reluctance

stems,frOm a concern for the success and quality of their vocational

educigtion program, A number of vocational educators feel that the goal

of giving priority to special populations in regular progNins of

...a

vocational education conflicts with the goal of preparing workers for

the labor force. They are particularly concerned that, according to



.z,

federal requirements, a primarY measure'of, success.of vocational programs

is the number of program combleters placed in occupations related (=O their
4

training. This goal togetHer with the desire to creat.e-ormaint

image of vocational eaucation as a high quality programleads vocational
. ,

.

educators to seek to attract high ability students who wilIperform well
' .1

in their courses, be easily placed in jobs and. perform well-there too..

Bringing large numbers of toecial,,peeds students, .they argue, rums counter

to these goals.

Another factor in implementing the yak

to s4ecial needs cooulations is that the 7EA is riot the v or even the

most brominent federal program with a role in providing vocational training

to populations with special needs . Other federal programs, mosbp-rominently

CETA, vocational rehabilitation under the Rehabilitation Act and special

education under the Education of the Handicap:6d Act, as izrtended by

P.L. 94-'142, play a major role. Andin contrast with VEA for which

attention to special populations is merely one of many goals, each

ef these laws focuses entirely on,a particular set of target ,roues.

,

::oreover, the activities operated. under the other laws-[tend to be more

visible. They are programs which are fully federally funded or governed

. by extensive ft.deral regu1Ations and which therefore carry

program identificat.i.on to the` school 1pvel. As a result, these

program.tend to dominate 7EA in providing vocational programs to

person's with special -n

Thus, the local impl entation of the special needs provisions

64.
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ojPthe VEA is affected by a variety of factors: the governmental

structure through which the law administered, the structure of the
--)

law, the local context'in which the law is implemented, and the nature

of services to special populatirs.

In this section, welowill describe the local implementation of the

Vocational Education Act and analyze these factors which affect that

. implementation. We will also look more broadly4at the strategies

used to serve special populations, regardless of their relation to

the VEA. Together, this information will provide not only an under-
,

standing of the ways in which the current impact of the VEA is limited

but also a basisyordrawing conclusions about the appropriate future role

for the federal government in serving special needs populations in

vocational education.

To accomplish these objectives, this section will examine three
4

questions;,

* How are needs stu s defined, id4tified and placed

in programs of vocational educay.on?

What strategies are used to serve special heeds students?

* What planning and reporting activities do local agencies

undertake for special needs students?

Definition, -Identification and _Placement

The set of first questions to be addressed in detekmining how local

agencies are serving special needs populations in vocational education is:

d What operational definitions are used?

e How are students identified and their'needs assessed?

* How are they placed in vocational programs?

65
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In this section, we will examine these issues separately for

.-\-in.allapped, disadvantaged and limited-English proficient students

_ -
because the answers to the questions are different for each. At\

the same time, the legiSlative and administrative mechanisms for

dealing with each population are in many cases similar, therefore,

the implications of current local ,activities will be discussed in

most detail for the first population analyzed, the handicapped., and

then referred to when appropriate in the discussions of the other

target groups.

The relevant provisions of the 19, Amendments in this area define

who Is to receive service as special needs students: The -eculations

ytend the law by dtfining disadvantaged limited English proficient

in more,detail and by recuiring that vocational plans for handicapped

students be coordinated with the individual Education Plan (TEP) under P.L.

94-142.

4

. Handicapped

InTeZeTrreTtti_rehe process y wnicn'handicapped students are
0

', .

defined, identified and placed is the p inence of the federal Education
.% .

. - .
. .

,,

for the Handicapped Act and st to special education,laws apd the specia
I\

education staff'who carry them out.

The definition of handicapped incliided in the 1916 Amendments and

the regulations which accompany them is taken directly from the definition

used in the Education for the Handicapped Act, as amended by PL .94-142.

In addition, the Amendments specify that the students defined as handicapped

4.

4'

.6f
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under VEA cannot succeed in the regular. vocational education program
.--

without special education.assistance or reauire a modified vocational

education program.

While all students classified as handicapped in Vocational edu-
.

cation appear to wifhin the mandated definition, not all types of
.

individuals' mentioned in the definition are served equally, either in

terms of access to vocational programs or quantity of services

received. Physically and sensory handicapped students, for example, t%

have greater aCcess to regular vocational programs in community colleges,

than traipable Mentally retarded students. Learning disabled and

emotionally impaired students receive fewer services in vocational

education than the educable mentalry retarded.

Also,'there is confusion about the definitionot handicaps in

some areas. In general, there are no apparent difficulties in labelling

'Students with'phy'hcal handicaps and with severe mental retardation,

'There are ppYolems, however in the 'criteria uped to identify studerits,

pith minimal retardation, specific learning disabilities and emozzonal
_ - -

,

handicaps because these students are academically disadvantaged and have

e .

ehavio4.al p.roblenis. ..
.

0

d 'response to the confusion.between the twocategories -- handiCapped
ot

0
.

. 'and disadvantaged is simply, to place students in one of, them. Such
.

a -..0 q
.

tan action, however, depends on' deci;ions..about the underlvinc causes of
,,- --

01 '
.

*

. - .

the.students'problems 'and thus may reculzsubjective judgments by local

officials. .hd assigning students to one category rather than the -other,
.

.,;

'may affect the services and-resources to which they have access: vocational

6
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'Options and support services may diffAcfor handicapped and academically
c

'disadvantaged students. co .example, handicapped students in some dis-

triats receive more services than academically disadirantaged students

because o the additibnal resources -- and requirements -- sIrrounding, . .

handicapped students because of state and federal special education laws.,

mother. response to the confusion in categorizing students as hand- 4
cappd or disadvantaged is to combine the categories. Three of the fifteen,

'districts in the Nelfum stucy, for example, combined the two categories

and labelZed,.the studenis,as educationally or learning handicapped. How-

ever,
..,1-,)

among these h andicapted st4dents were many who neSede'd special

assistance not"betause of learning disabilities, emotional problems, or:

other psychological or perceptual problems, but because of social,
,t

education and economic conditions. *In combining the cetegories, then,/
students with di:1.'4 needs are assigned to the same program when theO

program may not meet all of their needs adeauately.,,,'
.

.

Unfortunately, this .type .of confusion is lard to resolve.through.
---Nk .L;^

04

0

-.
.

_:,

.
t 3 ,

0

'ederal legislation because the problem stems not from a poorly&rittert,'
_,. -.

.

law or simple failure by local educators toctomply with'the law but
-...

.from to 'nature of the-probiqm being addressed. Human problems- to not
A

.
V

fall into neat categories: duals with mdltipleoblems fall equally ,..

- t ;
,

.. ,,, .,_ .t.

,:.
.

into sever #1 categories.; diagnoses of mars:inaf%problems are difficult to
. :.

.

:..- ,make accurately. NeWa legislation,,,at...bes6, migfit addr-ti'Ss tong issue by. 1 .
..-1i,

.
, .,

4 .,-'
including declsion rules for'assigrribg-students. .54:udents in the It,

.;area betwien handicapped and acadmical/y disadvantaged
, for eartiple, could

always be classified as ,c4s017antaged on the grounds that it is a less

68
,
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onerous label than handicapped. Or itudenzs could be classified into

whiCever group has, more resources available, taking into account not

only VEA but all sources of special funding for that group: Such rules

are not entirely sutiable, holever, The first is arbitrary and ignores

problems of differential resources. The second would be difficult to

administer and enforce. Both limit local flexibility which maybe good

in districts whichare not sincerely attempting to serve these students

in the best thanner but which is overly restrictive in districts which

are trying their begt, On this _issue -- as with many of the service

delivery issues which follow -- the best approach to dealing with

the problem acpearS. Z.C2i bs,administratiVe rather than legislative: .the

Office of Vocat1ona1 and Adult Education (OVAE) and the state vocational

education agencies should provide technical dssistance to local agencies-

in assessing student 'problems and providing students with appropriate

services.

The identification and.assessment of needs of 5andicapped students

at the secondary level is also done through the special education pro-

cess established under federal and state speCial edutation laws. In

some districts, the presence .of an Individualized Education Plan (IEP)

is,the sole criterion by which students in vocational education are

judged to berhandicapped: without an IEP, a student who needs special.

,assistance in order to succeed in vocational edUcation is disadvantaged,

not handicapped.. In one state, according to state agency staff, some

'small schools.do not have an IEP process and tterefore do not, claim VEA

funds under the handicapped set-aside but only under the disadvantaged

set-aside.
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Most handicapped students are identified through the special edu-

cation process in
.

tne early elementary grades. Usually,..the students'

progress is then reviewed, and updated IEPs are develoPed.as the students-

enter high school. The purpose of the review is to p4n the student's
k

high school program and, in some cases to determine the most appropriate

.vocational options available. One, Southern metropolitan school district,

for example, develops a'detailed vocational education plan during the

ninth grade for all exceptional studts entering the high schoctls.

The practice of using an existing set of procedures, Particularly

procedures mandated by another,federal taw, to identify handicapped

secondary.studenzs who need assistance in order to succeed in, vocational

edupation is basically sound. Establishing an entirely separate pro-

cedure for vocational education would be burdensothe to ,local agencies

and unnecessarily duplicative. The problem with using the special

education procedures in practice is that they are, not surprisingly,
V

controlled by'special educators. As a result, they are not necessarily

geared to vocational education and include no formal role in the assess-

ment and planning process for vocational educators. In some school

diStricts, special educators and vocational educators have developed a

0
cooperative working relationship. In others; however, there is tension

between the two groups. Vocational educators argue that decisions are

made to place handicapped students in vocational programs without adequate

knowledge of students' abilities or of the requirements of different

occupational areas: no florural vocational assessments are done and vocational

-.educators are not consulted to obtain their judgments. As a result,
Yr.
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vocational educators claim, handicapped students are inappropriately

placed, S,pecialkducators, on the other ha nd, often criticize vocational

educators for their lack of knowledge abou't handicapped students and fog
-

their reluctance to accept these students in vocational education pro-.

grams. As a first step in remedying these tiffiealties, Congress should

0 consider amending the Education for the Handicapped Act to mandate some

forth of involvement for vocational educators in the-IEP process.

Another 'featureof the identification, assessment and, placement pro-

cess for handicapped students at the secondary level is.that placement

options are limited. The (ptions are limited, first, that contrary
-

.

to EA policy, few handicapped students are placed in regular programs

of vocational education. The infrequent use of mainstreaming generally s,

does not result from an assessment of individual interests and abilities

but from thi'ee sets of contextual factors:

the attitudes of school staff and parents;

the organization of educational programs; and

the architecture of the physical facilities.

(These factors, and, those which determine placement in separate programs

will be discussed in more detail in the section on strategies for serving

handicapped students.)

The majority of students identified as handicapped, then, are placed

in special, separate programs of vocational education, Here too, factors

other than individual student. interests and abilities determine a student's's'

placement. heThe two factors which most commonly determine the type of special

program in which students are placed are:

at
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the availability of programs in the district; and

the nature of the students' disabilities.

Generally, in larger cities and towns, school- districts offer

two options for handicapced students: trainable mentally retarded

and multiple handicapped students are often served in separate

programs in separate schools while the educable mentally retarded,

the physically handicapped and some of the learning disabled and

emotionally impaired are placed insemarate programs or classes
4

In the regular sigh school. Where these options exist, students
-

are channeled into them according to their disabilities with no

consideration of possible alternative strategies of providing

service. Students also have no choice of occupational areas: they

take what is offered in the separate program.

In small districts where there are no special secondary ,proTrams

for the handicapped, the students are often assigned to regional
47

C
Centeraor county schools for exceptional children.% Since the cost

for such services tends to be high, .only those students with he most

severe disabilities are. referred. Students with less severe disabili-

ties -- in:some cases, the educable mentally retarded, and more fre-
.

. . -

quentlythe learning disabled and emotionally impaired =- are placed

in the regdlar 'school programs without support services.

The problem of placements based on factorsother than an assess-
,

ment of individual interests and abilities is another issue that is

difficult to resolve with changes in, the VEA.

a policy of serving students in regular vocational programs whenever

possible. This policy could onl be changed by taking'outthe phrase

The law already contains

"whenever' possible" to make the p liCi"of mainstreaming absolute. .But

U 72.
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that change would be educationally irresponsible. Even special educators

talk not of the goal of placing all handicapped students in regular

programs buts of serving students in the least restrictive, environment

because they realize that some students are best served in separate

prografis. Nor can the law mandate that a school district create a

particular number of prograidoptions. The emphasis On kodal autonomy

together with the reality of limited local resources' preclude the federal

government from dictating the structure of local vocational program
,

offerings -- unless the federal government is willing
tfeN4

:or them.

The alternative to changing the law itself is to change its administration:

OVE and the state vocational education agencies should provide technical

assistance to local agencies.to -encourage them to address program options

and accompanying placement procedures more creatively and possibly to

use their set-aside funds to support these activities.

The process of identifying, assessing and placing handicapped

students is quite different at the post - secondary than at thelsecondary
°

level because post - secondary institutions are not governed by PL 94-142.

In those institutions with handiCapped student services offices or

.7.2:agnostic intake centers (which serve all students), handicapped stu-
,

,dents,are identified primatily through self-referral, though the referral

is often made at the suggestion of an instructor or guidance counselor.

Counselors in the handicapped student services office or diagnostic-
,

6

centerstypically develop an individualized plan to meet the needs of

the students. In these instances, there is no special difficulty in

assessing the needs of handicapped students -- or, reportedly, in providing

73
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the aaditional services they require. In those'institutions without

special handicapped offices or diagnostic capabilities, hoKever, post-

secondary administrators argue that they have difficulty identifying

and assessing the needs of handicapped -students-because they do not

, have a team of'snecial educators on<heir staff.

The identification of post-secondary students as handicapped does

not appear to restrict their vocational options to the same extent as

handicapped secondary students. Perhaps because there are fewer of

these special needs 'students at ,the nost-secondary level, they are apt

Nw
to enroll in, regular vocational education programs and be assisted with'

supportive services.

A number of post - secondary administrators claim that they have

difficulty with the VEA.use of the PL 94-142 definition of handicap.

Their Problem comes not in actually serving students with the disabilities

listed in that definition but with the extra effort required to label

stidents.according to those categories. In some cases they argue that

the labeling is so burdensome that they serve handicapped students but do

riot claim VEA reimbursement for them. One suggestion for easing this

0V burden is to adopt the definition of handicapped contained in Sectoion 504

of the Rehabilitation Act (PL 93112) as the post-secondary definition

of handicapped in the VEA. This definition essentially states that a

handicapped person is any person who has a physical or mental impairment

which substantially limits one or more major life activities, has a

record of'such an impairment, orl4s regarded as having such an impairment.

While this definition is probably familiar to post-secondary administrators
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since they work more with Section 504 than PL 94-142 and is certainly
4

easier to administer than the ?L 94-142 definition, it also is a much

broader definition. If adopted in the 'TEA, many more students would be

eligible for service under the handicapped set-aside. Since the set-

aside allocation going to individual institutions 'is in many cases

quite small, it would seem unwise to dilute the use of that allocation

by spreading it among a larger group of eligible students.

2. Disadvantaged

The 1976 Amendments define disadvantaged as persong (other than

,handicapped persons) who have academic or economic handicaps and who

require soecial services ind assistance in order to enable them to

lk
succeed i vocational education. The 'regulations extend th4s definition,

as mandated by Congress, to specify the operational criteria by which

Academic and economic disadvantage will be determined.

The key element of this definition is that it distinguishes be-

tween academic and economic dis ad vantage. This distinction is very
A

important 'in Practice for the two groups are treated auite differently.

TyniCally, far more attention goes'to academically disadvantaged in ,ro-

viding special services.

Academically disadvantaged

For academically disadvantaged students, the operational definition

of disadvantaged used by many secondary schools is linked to performance

on standardized or minimum competency tests -- e.g, reads levels below

grade level -- or to.procedures established by Title I of ESEA or state.

,compensatory aid legislation: In other secondary districts, the definition
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and identification of academically disadvantaged is much broader and more

informal. According testate officials in at least one state, for exaralple,

disadvantaged students are defined for purposes of reimbursement under t'ne

VEA as any students who are having difficulty with any portion of their

vocational curriculum. In another district, race irrespective of per-

formance on standardized measureslis a sufficient criterion for categor-

izing students as academically disadvantaged.

These definitions and the identification procedures which accompany

them commonly focus on strict'v academic skills. With the exception of

the state which defines ditadvantaged students as any students having

problemsAin their vocational nrogramv it appears that schools rarely

use identification procedures whiCh are defined in terms of work-related and

basic employment skills. Also, the placement of disadvantaged students

seldom involves vocational educators. As a rule,all'students in a

school district are tested in the areas of reading and math using stand-

ardized tests. Then, inmost cases, grade advisors and guidance counselors
.__",

place students in remedial and compensatory programs. Thus, students

are identified as academically disadvantaged before placement in vocational

education progims is in question.

In many cases, according to the vellum study, placement in remedial

and compensatory programs is not only separate from but may,actuallyy,

interfere with student enrollment in vocational education: vocational

education is viewed as an elective to be taken onI"y after the compensatory

basic skill requirements havc,beed met,
)-

When academically disadvantaged studehts are placed in vocational

76
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education programs, their placement options tend to be more limited -.

than other students' though not to the same W..ent as handicapped

students. Placement typically depends on three factors:

.2 the student's academic achievement;

1 the availability of slots in given programs; and

c the nature of the vocational program offered in the

school district.

Consequently,, placement in regular vocational programs is sometimes limited

by competitive entrance requirements to those programs: when the demand

for a.program exceeds the number Of places available, "vocational educators

typically select the brighe§t and most w ,ell- behaved students to enhance'

it"

their prograMs' unage'and evaluariOn success.

Academically disadvantaged students are usually Placed in separate

vocational programs when their academic Performance is several years
4A

below grade lev'el and when they have behavior problems. A numberof
0

s'eparate programs are directed at potential dropouts who would not reMain

in school in a requiem program. In these instances, the special placement

appears to be appropriate to student needs. In other cases, hdwever,

academically disadvantaged students flay be grouped with learning and.

emotionally disabled students for instfuction under the heading of

educationally handicapped. As mentioned in the previous section, this

placement is more questionable.

0
The major issue, then, in considering changes in the VEA as it

pertains to academically disadvantaged students is.in the definition

of-who is to be identified as disadvantaged,. To some extent, the range

of operational definitions ofacademic disadvantaged used by local

7 7
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.

districts indicatet that the current law is not being properly imolemeved.

The remedy here is to increase enforcement of the law. In part, however,

the range of definitions Suggests that the definition in the law is too

broad. With so many students eligible for service, the 'impact of thv

legislation is diluted particularly in light of the limited funds avail-

able from the set-asides. Congress thettefore should consider further

limiting its definition of academic disadvantage in the VEA. In doing

so, consideration should be given to using a definition contained in

other federal legislation such as Title I of ESEA. Using an existing federal

definitin would, not only address the issue of focusing VEA attention

but would make coordination between these federal programs easier.

Too frequently, several federal laws are targeted at basically t're same
oft

oopUlations but differences in the requirements of each including

eligibility criteria, preclude effective coordination.

The delivery of servicft.to acadmically disadvantaged students could

also be improved by linMing the identification and placement of these

'students more closely to vocational education both in terms of the involve-

ment of vocational educators in the identification process and the

relation of remediation to entollment in vocational courses. These

improvements should be made, however, by proiiding technical assistance

not by changing the 'law.

At the post-secondary level, academic disadvantaged is d8fined in

terms of students' past grades, performance on college level entrance

examinations and teacher recommendations, Admistions officers review

student records and determine whether remediation is needed. Remedial

offerings tend to be highly individualized allowing for`open entry and

78-.
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exit and are competency based. In addition to placing students in

remedial programs upon entrance to the tollegestudents who experience

difficulty-once in occupational programs are often referred to's. media
.

or resource center for assistance. in some cases, such as Florida's

Individualized Mdnoower Training System, activities are auite structured

and fully automated. In other instances, colleges employ tutors or

aiaes.

While nv community colleges thus appear to be making an effort

td serveacademically disadvantaged students, the Vellum study indicates

that there are still problems in serving these dtuAgts. Most prominently,

the drop -out rates for disadvantaged students are high and, the paTtici-

pation of the disadvantaged population in the mort technical programs

is low. dit.N/. college administrators attribute these problems to

the fact that ma disadvantaged students come with such severe deficiencies,

that remedial services are not sufficient to provide them with the

minimum competencies required for particpation in the program of their

choice:

Also, at the post-secondacy level, the definition of academically

disadvantaged may be too broad. Codgress should consider fOcusing it

0

more narrowly, though it is *not clear that adopting the same definitions

used at the secondary level will be appropriate. If one criterion in
0 ,

.
2

selecting a new rmionder definition is making use of a federal definition

already in use, the adv ges of that definition at the secondary level'

in terms of ease Of admin and.the potential for easier coordin-

a'tion among federal programs will not necessarily apply at the post -,

secondary level.
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Economisarly disadvantaged

h. ^s.,-=:'on.1 denition s= =conomicaliv disadve4ntaged a: the

secon.-y := s:t=en case: on .ligiSilitv o- or sartisisation
- 0

r

in szher srogri:ms for low income indiv"-='a.and fam.1.c such as free

l_Inch, ZETA, AF:c or puSlic aid Assistance. :n some instances, loca

staff also :,dentify erconomisally disadvaentaged students on the'Sasis

of personal knowledge 6."2 the inddual.cr family'srsilmstanses.

mos 'st-ist., ===1'.s e'oc-m.nt z..- fsw''n-ome

many are reluctant to do; they see ci:pentation as an

invasion sf privacy and do not wan: to e ia 1 coo-. Cons.cu.ntiv,

m=ny e-onomic.'77 disadvantaged =amilies do not vol.unt.e- =s- -a-ts-s.-i

zhe.sr.,-ondley=7.

Tlass='-.tion as an econom4-=l1 y disadvantaged sent

th. szufe'.z's slacemgnt in vocation.' Few

school districts offer any services to economically disadvantaged

students vocational education. :tosz '-ecuently :Hese are

he=l-h or nut-ition programs, such as free lunches

or wi.ch work study. srograms. Also, slacement in work study orograms

_s mad'eby 7Alidance counselors not vocational 4ducators.,

:here ssesial vocational education programs are offered -to W

economicallY disadvanzaqed these studen:ff are often Imped

:oce:her with other disadvantaged students. including academ'''y
s

disadvanmag.d ad lim't.d Eng,ish.s-o=4sient stud.n-s and w1:11 learning
0'1 ,

Nit

disabled or emotionally handicapsed students. r:,-sus'nc :het with :he

same treatment indisates,,as stated srevicusly, that thd stu'denss a-.-
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often placed,in programs without consideration to their specific

4 needs.

At the post-secondary level, economically disadvantaged students

It are defined and identified through their applications for financial aid.

There-is no evidence that this information is .Used to provide any

services related to vocational education: economic disadvantagement
0

is not seen as an issue of succeeding programmatically but of being able

to afford school.

Thus at both the secondary and post-secondary level, economical y

disadvantaged students receive few if any special services in ocatidtal

education by virtue of their economic (as opposed tO academic) status.

The fact,that the identification process which flows naturally from the

federal definition has nothing to do with educational capabilities to-

% gether with'the fact that local; agencies provide to these students ser-

vices which arelinked to their lack of money' -- e.g. work study programs

or tuition assistance -- suggest that, the inclusion of economic dis-
.

advantage as a separate category of eligibility for individuals in need

of assistance in programs of vocational education is not appropriate.

Congress should consider "C.'angIng the definition in, one of, several ways,

One option would be to recuir' all disadvantaged students to meet. both
.

economic and academic critiria o eligibility: Since low income is of

concern because it is assumed -to be associated with difficulties in '

$cademic performance, this'approach o ld formalize that assumption.

9

The approach would alt.narrow the'deflnition of academic disadvantage
k

_ as we earlier suggested wat needed. '.0n balande, howeyer, this optton,-
. .

would seem ito narrow the definition of disadvantagtoo greatly and also
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be difficult to administer. A secdnd opiipn would be to drop the concept

of economic disadvantagement entirely !rom the elscgibility requirements

,

for the disadvantaged set-aside and subart-4.funds. Only academically

disadvantaged individuals would eligible for those funds. Selecting

this option would not mean that the ITEA wouid not give priority to' the

4 :;. '',

economically disadvantaged. N-Pe- riori:.ty, would,be given not to individuals'

but to areas through the economic facto's already included in the recuire-
-.i.

. ,

meets for distributing all S'Ubpart.'2 and ,3,funds and, in targeting Subpart

4 and 5 fundg. A variation on, this sgoOnd'option would be to take, the
. L'

-
'general approach of targetin4.funds to low income areas and then sering

academically disadvantaged
C
stadents witrhin thc5Se areas one step further

by adopting a Title aporAc5, Under Title. I, economic factors deter-

.mine not only how much fundin5.4a dist.r.,ict receives (which is what VEA is

supposed to do currently) but also how the funds areedistributed among

schools within the district. ;

3. Limited - English Proficient

As defined in the 1976 AMendments, limited-English proficient individuals

are those who were not born in the United States or whose native tongue is

a language other than English, who come fro nvironments whete a language

other than English is dominant, and who thel-efore have difficulties speaking,
7 - 6

and understanding instructon iri English. All

At the secondary Level, local agencies' operationally definelimitted-

English proficient students on the basis of the procedures used to identify

them. ,While these .procedures vary considerably, they typically involve some

.fotm of testing of English language skills and are administered by the

bilingual education office with no input'from vocational educators,-

Procedures for Placing LEP students in vocational education classes
* .
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are - typically the same as for all students because'most local agencies
-

do not provide any snecial bilingual services to highis.choolstudents.

// /
'Even where academic bilingual programs are offered at the secondary'

level, -they may limit rather/tilan enhance access to vocational education

;programs. In New York Ci+7, for example, bilingual services exist at

comprehensive higlt. ols butnot vocational high schools. Because

guidance counselor generally channel entering high'school students to

those schools 1.ith Programs which best meet their language needs, LEP

.

students' a ess to'vocational prOgrams is liMitQd to the occupational

course o ferings available in those comprehensive_schools.,._

hen LEP studentt seek ta participate in regular vocational programs,
A *

a issiow depends on'each student's ability to meet the regular academic

and language r9qUiements4 Rather than, making snecial efforts to recruit

or'encourae oladement of LEP students in regular vocational programs,

.

.,manyschoOl districts in:ai..'fect do the opposite since vocational. education

o

teachers ,consider the ability to speak and:Understand english fluently to
F

v

. be critical for success intheir classes. Consequently, they-reject

,application's from students who cannot meet basic. language requirements.,

-..,,e .

few-----Teacters-and-quidance 'counselors, however, indicate that w stlidents awe
1 , .

. .t .

, .

rejected for_language reasons only since most students a;e,proficient in
I

English

few:LEP,

by, the -time

students in

.,they enter high Sdhooi.' Regadless;of the explanation,

*06.'

:g-rfhedistricts visited fo ; im study Participate

in regular vocational Programs even when a l4rge propbrtion of the studentX .,; ...

:population

. -

/ i 4 si;41ic.or Asianmerican.0 Two.,,, ,'possibly conflicting,
.

. ,...
. . ,

explanations a4agiven:,for'thi5;Ipattern --neitherhas'been verified.
/4,-, ... .

41 C'
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On theLe hand, scho 1 district staff claim that theie are. feW LEP

students in the high ools:"by the time LEP students reach hi

school, they are proficient in English and therefore are no long r cate-
,

gorized as LEP. On the other hand, community advocates argue that the

reason there are few LEP sziide s in the high schools is that the

schools do not provide special bilingual services at the secondary

"c.

level and most LEP students experiencing-academic r!ulure and fristra-

tion therefore drop out of school-during their sophomore and junior

years.

At the post-secondary level in institutions there the enrollment

of LEP students is relatively high, the identif4 ation of students'

and assessment of'their needs'are made Immediately on entrance. A

recommendation is then made for placement in reghtilk classes/ basic

skill remediation classes or ESL classes. If either of the last two

are required, LEP students generally have to complete at least one

term of that secuence before enrolling in occupational programs.

Otherwise placement procedures for LEP students i vocational education

,

lborograms are the same as' for an students, i.e.,.based 'on interest and

-ability.

A post - secondary- student who experiences language difficulties
. , .

when already en olled in an occupational program is generally identified

4 , ...

and referred y the instructor for individualized support' services such

as the assignment of a bilingual peer tutor:

/hUe, community colleges ,appear to be doing-

.. .
liMitedrEnglip,proficient students though it is

.

.

fairly we .I serving

not clear how many

.students they serve. At the secondary levei, however, the situation'

.fdp1,,EP students is 'similar tO that of theonOmicallrdAadvantaTed

.
: .

)
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ih that -tkey are identified ,but few special efforts are being made

to provide them with access to programs.of vocational education. 'Where

they are,aerved, it is usually because they are-ac tally disadvantaged.

4 ..

These Problems sriould be addressed, however, not by altering .the legis-
#

lation but through increased enforcement of the durrent requireMents

defining LEP students and setting minimdn levels'of expenditures-for

these students. Local astricts should'also be provided with to

s . . I
assistance to aid them in developing strategies for idehfifYing an

serving LEP Itudents.,
is\

Strategies 17.or Serving Special Needs Students

In examining the strategies used by local, egcies , both secondary

and post-secondary, to serve speci needs students, this section will

consider three auestions:

With what assistance and support are special needs students

provided?

I
What range of vocational options art available to these

( students?

What types of activities are supported with VEA funds?

The nrovision's of VEA'which apply in this area are few and non-
.

1restrictive: VEA funds .under Subparts 2 and 3 and Subpart 4 for the.

didadvantaged can be used for a brdad range of activities. *Some state
.

. ,

. $

agencies limit the uses k.5. which VEA funds can be put, but the federal

I.: 's

0

law itsel? is'pe4Oissive. The constraining aspect of Ehese r
,.. .

)

from the exdes cost and matching reauirements discussed under .State
.

.,

Behavior-and Implementation., ?The.law also-contains a po4gy that
.

;'

, : ..4,...

.

terns
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.4
assistance to special needs students is to be provided whenever poss

. in regular programs of vocational education.

As i? to prwiious section, strategies *"or handapped, disadvantaged

and lim±ted-English proficient

because lbcal agencies'in most

1. Handicapped

i
I

At the secondary level, the strategies,for providing vocationalL

education and work experience to handicapped students are complex and

studentkwill be described separately

cases approach each differently,.

diversek. The-differences in strategies can be examined in relation to

two dimensions of success of activities for special needs popidations:
.

* the extent to which they provide handicapped students with

entry level-job skills; and

theeangs S.f vocational options they provide for students.

The primary distinction arpong strategies for handicapped Students

is placement in regular versus separate vocational progi7-ams, thoUgh

there are important distinctions among strategies within each category
.

and some strategies which combine the two-
_

As stated in the previiakis section, the placement of handicapped

students at the secondary level in separate programs is.mUch more common

than their place]ment in regular. programs; -NeflUm identifies three types

.of tapors which work avinst the placement of handicapped ,iirgular
4

vocational education programs:

ottitudes o staff and parents;

1

the organization of, educational programs; and

, t

. ..the architecture of the physical .fdtilities.
4 ,
.

1,

41.
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The attiid s of school staff including building principals,

\
cational education instructor and special educators" are key to theV

ie."...
acement of handicapped students. Principals affect access, through

the school policies and general tone'ithey set and the programs they

support.. Vocational educators, howevat, actually control the access .

to regular 4Ocationpal programs:. -Ip-some cases, they explicitly

restrict the number of handicapped students who can be mainstreamed,

---.

and specify. the handicapping-conditions accpetable to them and the

particular prog'rams in which handicapped students can be placed.

In other cases, no actual' limits on placement are established oi

specific safety criteria' have to be me4by the studentq6before the are-

accepted. Vocational educators appear to establish these ble--i4-s to

their programs fqr two reasons. First, they are uncomfortable working
,

with handicapped students because they lack the skills -- or sometimes
4 °

the will- ingness -- to modify their teaching practices to accomodate

the needs of these students, Sec6nd, they fear that's the quality and.

image of their programs will be affected if spedial education'students

. are given unrestricted access to the'corograms: they Sear that,;mcational

-education will once a4aSn be considered by guidance counselors and other
.

,school staff to be dumping grounds for problem children who are placed
.

,
.

.

-
inaipropriatelytand not given the suPpQrt pecessary to succeed: These

t . .
. . .

.
.

, .

:1-ii-fter-ahxieties may result in Drt from the pressure exerted by federal
,-

. . . .
,

. .
. , .

. ,

regulations and state policiei tb 4vaillate program cuality:on,the basis

. . .
.

of Placement rates 'of students in occ*ations'directly.related,to their

r t ''.
.6

training. Since handed students are less likely-to fin d emoloyMent
.

, . -
. . ,

4mmediately efter training, vocational staff are reluctant t, accept
, #, .

% ,
.1.I. , , . .

, .

_rc ;;4' ::41 : ; .
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J.L.ayyeu 5 Ldent_ -an4-thereby jeopardize the,status of their programs.

Speciii'educators also limit the number of handicapped. students

placed in,regular prOrams. Often they are cautious not to exacerbate

the tension which mav exist between them and vocational education staff

by, firt, limitina recommendations to those students who are most likely

to succeed and, second, attempting to, place these students in programs

and classes which are taught by vocational teachers known to be sensitive'

to the special needs of handicapped students. Indeed, many of the efforts
4

and strategies used by special educatds to support handicapped students
/

in vocational education are directed 'toward either encouralinggnrincimals

to provide services for handicapped students their schools or modifying

the attitudes and behaviors of vocational education teachers toward

r
handicapped 4tudents. As a result, they frequently soften their advocacy

.

for mainstreaming.

Parents's attitud es and nerceptions may also affect the, placement

of handicapned,students. Many parents interviewed in the Neklum study
.

seem to p refer the sheltered environments of the separate vocational pro-
_

'grams to the risk of their children failin4 orlbeing ridiculed in the .

regular school programs.,

.

_
.. .

Two.organizational factors aiso limit handicapped 'studnts' access
_ .

.

. .

..
.

to regular vocatio4nal programs. One factor .2.s."-the extent to which the
- .

demanafor a nrogram (or all vocational programs) exceeds the zlaces

..avajaable in the program. Demand may exce0d supply because the

%districtresources are limited or because program.Size is geared to labor

marke't projections of demand'for new workers in that occupation. Ohen ..

'demand exceeds supply, priority is given to advantaged students; handicapped

..

+4

6
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students are accepted only when space permits. Another organizational

factor limiting some handitapoed student's access to regular vocational

programs is their need for special support services, including remedial

reading andMath instruction. 9Typically, regular vocational educatibn

drograms are offered in blocks of two to three hours, especially when_pro-

grams are offered at separate skills centers or regional schools. Since

the supportservices are available only at the home schools, the potential.

for conrlici in the scheduling is always a limiting factor.

Architectural factors,°although less important than attitudinal and

:organizational .factors, also limit access to regular prograsm for the

thvsiCally disabled students. Thissis particularly true in large urban

ceters where the vocational schools were built well before access for

physically Aandicalmed individuals was _a, legal and social Issue. As a

result, the vocational options for Physically handicapped in many cities

are limitedtoorogramstiffered in the more modern structures that ct.d!

accomodate their physical needs. Moreover,'in communities which offer

'vocational services in regional vocational schools, programs orsicills

canters, the need for special transportation for physically handicapped

individuals is also'a limiting factor,

An additional disincentive to mainstreaming, not mentioned by Kellum,

is

. .

the exceis'cost policy contained in the .federal regulations, for the
airo

4 .

TEA. The regulations. .lirtlit the use of the set asides to 50% of the excess

,costs-Of preziding vocational education to handicapped students ilra ar,'

/
programs 'hut allow the setl13ides to be used to pay for 50 percent Of the

. .

full Costs of 'sep
A

arate'programs. mile is no direct evidence that

.V10

totooradpinistrators iirave'initiated separate programs or prevented
0

handicapped students from entering regular ones -- Primarily tcrohltaiw

'

cal

4.

0
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the additional reimbursement,.the_promise of a higher level of reimburse-

In considering this array of barriers to mainstreaming, it is apparent

ement would certainly appear to be an enticement away from mainstre aming.

that federal legislation can affect them in only, limited whys. The VEA

.already mandates that students with special ne4dsoshould be served in

regular vocational education prograqs whenever possible. The only way
)4

'this policy could be anpreciably.strengthened is by moving the condition

"whenever possible" to make the policy.of mainstreaming absolute. But,

as argued in the previous section, this change would be educatic4ally

irresponsible. Other mid changes can and should be made. The di4in-
o'

centfve,inherent in defininciexceas costs differently for separate and

regular programs should be removed. le current policy should be altered,

for.example,' supoorting'separating programs only for the costs above

theper-punilr.costS4in the district of providin4-vocational education to
5^,

,non - handicapped students. (The same change shduld al so apply to reimburse-
_

, 6

men t for disadvan.taged Programs.) The law, __arid the administrative pract ices

which implement it, should also be revised to remove the con#lictsibttween

serving handicapped students'and 1) evaluating programs primarily on :the .

,.. . /
.-,

basis of .placement rates and 2) limiting course ehrpllment.on.thebasis

O

,

of labor market dec nd projeCtions. In one sense, 'these conflicts. are
t

4 a 1 0

difficult to resolve fbr.they stem from,ehe multiple purposes of the VEA:

developing, vocational education'pxograms attuned to meeting labor market
..

.

.

'
qeeds versus giVing priokity to special needs students who may no always,

.
.

7 . .

.

_meet the highest iabOr market, standards. Unless Congress decides to give
.. / . . .

.
, .

one ptipose priority over tie.c5iier.,. the disincentives to mainstreaming
.

I

90
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caused by these conflicts May be bet removed creating a Separate category

for handicapped -- and other special needs -- students When evaluating

the success of a program in terms of placement rates and when limiting

cqurse enrollment on the basis of labor market projection's. Clearly

this solution is flawed in that it assumes that handicapped students

.

cannot compete on an equal basis with non-handicapped.students. But until -

fears about serving handicapped students are dimini-shel;-it-seems better

to err'on the side of giving them special considerations Which they mty

-in fact not rectire than to bar them from desirable vocational.orograms.

414;
Fe dril legislatfon can alSo diminish the architectural barriers to

mainstreaming thou continued application of the current prov sions of 44)
1

section 504 of the Reha:bilitation Act.M

But other barriers to thefparticipation of handicapped students in

regular vocational education'cannot be removed through direct federal

intervention: the federal government cannot legislate attitudes 'or

dictate details of school operation such as the scheduling of programs.

Tare issues, we must rely on technicAl assistance toeducate-

people about the capabilities of handicapped inaiviaualg and to provide

them with-Constructive strOegies for meeting the needs of these individ-'

uals.,

nod

4

With barriers to mainstreaming present in many local agencies, the
-

on n and predictable way of providing vocational services to °

.

.

handicapped secondary students, is_in separate, self-contained classrooms

) f

i Within this broad category; Che spec al programs vary; first, on the basis
. .

sofyhether they are provided in the negular compteheniive hi4h-choolor
'

in a Separate facility and, Second, in the extent to which they provide"
.

'students with entri, level job skills.
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When the separe classrooms are found in the regular high schoOl,

the majority of students tend to be minimally mentally handicapped or

eduCable mentally retarded. However,learning disabled and emotionally

impaired and,in some cases adacemically disadvantagedIstudents are

some times included. 'These programs generally provide academic as well as

some vocational training.

111

r

rmihing the quality ef the-ptograms .and the
_

types bf vocational options avai,lable Lejthe presence of,certified

vocational instructors. CAlhere, skill courses are taught by certified

-It A

vocational educators, there appear to be serious efforts to Provide stu-
_

dents with salable entry level skills and to place. these students in

.

community poSitiOns related to their area of training. The emphasis

!Orr entry level skills'is also influenced by the extent to which the

program'is viewed by the principal and staff as,in integral part of

lie
school.

Where the programs are staffed by non-vocational teacherS, th'e

emphasis is placed nbt on the acquisition of Specific occupational skills

but on the-development of appropriate general work habits. Preparation

for employment consists sdkely of work .experience and on-the-job training

in w-skill low pay, low turnover occupations such as fast foOd servers,
$

gas station attendants anlrcustbdial helpers. While some attempts may

be made to find permanent placements for more able and responsible stu-
\

.

ns upoh eompletion of the progr , placement is not a central activity.

Separate programs ,in Separate fa ilities,are generally ortnized*foi

Jseverelyihandtspapped students,,primaril the multiple handicappednrn
,

.

7-7
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0

most-cases,
.

:

the vocational
r
programs for these students ar

I
non-skills,4

world o
s, v...

_____. _____. V . .

f work Programs. Students are prepared =or employment through
..

placement inon-campus training stations with varying levels of respon-

sibilities. A students. progress, the more able are placed in-off-campus
s- ,

positions typically in low-skill, low-payrh4 jobs. Again, the quality
. z

of programs varies. .
,

.

.

.
, .,:it ' ./

Placement in regular, Classrooms is .a fanlesA .fesalently used ._
. °

-, -

strategy for serving handicapped students in vocational education. Within
.

this strategy these are differences in the r ange ,and quality. of the

prOgram options available, As withseparate classes, the type of school
-it , ---

in 4hich the students receive their.instruetieln it an .important deter-
.

-. .

minant in this -variation. In the case of regular classes, the key-dis-

tinction is between comprehensive. high schools and separatefacilit4es

'for providing vocational education, such as.vocational high schools or

regignal vocational schools. The difference is important because the

--
vocational schools tend to have-a wider range of-Cburse offerings. They

also -tend to be more technically and ills oriented than vocational
:

'

drr

programs in comprehentive high school atid. therefore better p"re
4

studept4 with entry level job skills.
.

.
,

.

.
to.

.

Generally, the handicapped students who Participate in vocational
. ___

qmhnOrprograms.are those:who need the least educational--support:__-the

1, - I . .

physically handicappecl and the sensory impaired.I,Physically hIhdipappked

_ latudenit.,"as long As they can rant the academic andyocational standards,

.
.

can be accdmodated ifAransportation and physical, access issues can be

/ lik. .
.

,

. , .

.
. :-

-----.-:-----rilolved. SenSory,handidappedstudents, such a§he 'hard of hearing,
...- ct,

. -;..

c
-. .:-

--,-
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can be acpomodated by providing trained interpreters:-

Other handicapped students are usually PlaCed in regular

, 4r r

ih comprehensive. schools. This occurs for several reasons.

programs

First,
.

svocational schools tend to be more Aemanding and require students
- ,

. Jto meet academic and behavioral criteria.' Second, staff at the centers
! 0. . ,

are more busies oriented and thus tend to be less' tolerant of atypical

4. 4'. ....,....
. \

behavior especially if it potentially disruptive. 'Third, support
.

.
.

. .. - .. .

ser=vices when available, are'providd only i the colmorahenSive high°

schools. For scheduling reasons, then,it is tho ght to be eXpedient to

schedule,handicapned students' vocational courses i those same schools._

Providing vocational and. support services in the same uildinc also
s".\

makes the students' resource teachers and other acklmic eache

accessible to the vocational education teachers if p: blems shoul

'

more

arise. In fact, however, not all comprehensive, high schools otter
.141wg , " -

sUnport,Services. Their-presence depends on the willingness ofthe prin--

It.

1
cina1-66.-supnort them. Whim support services are-not available, handi-

capped- ttadnts,are expected to function.in'rdgular programs 4ithekt
. . -

=1Pw bfoenefiO.f special services. Their only is placethent
,

--'in separa6, self Contained special,education programs.
...,:, g ,

.

.

Another strategy-Used.:to serye^handicapped Students in vocational.

161

.

, educatibh.in-a nuMb4r (:). secondacy sphbols'is a transitional, or adaptive,

' .2:4 ..

. ..

.

.
.,- ',/' g.

prograM Which4combineS,:the,approachesof separate clasaes and mainqtreamix.g

.
NY.

,ically.,;:special%eduCation -students: have been in separate classds -, 4-

r

.

0, 1 , s: tr.' "
. . -

. for their academic education a'regiyen'tIceir.ftxst voc,ationdlourse'with--- ,--

. , . - -.=,..:./+. . -

.
(- . ,,i(V ,

,

. -
.- .,-

ii.
. , .....,

that same, separa'te group. ,The6ratj.onal
:

e' for this apprOach is that the.. . ,!..4 i.,

.,
. , ...

IstUdants need_ta be moed gradually to regular programs; if they are ;
......
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suddenly plunged into a course with regular, students after having been

5

in clastes-with only other special eduCation students, itt argued, they

4.*will stand little chance of success. The first Vocational course is usually

exploratory;, Students who find an area in which they are interested and
.

compet-ent are: when moVed to a regular class'gn a trial'basis. If 'they

succeed, they remain in the cii.ass.. If they do not,,they -move back to

°

0,1

the transitional class to looFe-ffor another area in which they might

succeed, Students who do not progress to a regular program are trained

in marketable skills in the separate class.

An additional, frequently used strategy to supplement ot'substitute

for vocational edutation for handicapped students is work experience.

.

Among vocational educators-, it Is agreed that the, best form of-work

experience is a cooperative program. This program is coordinated with

students' vocational4education and is designed to provide onLthe-job

.,-
training-in areas of employment related to their course)of,study. The.- .

0 . 1

opportunities for-handicapped students benefitting from cooperative pro-,

. .
craw, however, are at best limited; Since.. cooperativecrograms are

_ .., ;-, ., .
.

.

limited to regular - vocational education suaents; most handicapped situ- .

. .. r .

,-.;., -.... , .

dents are tIpt even eligil?le .foreAdirv,:o., en.they are eligible, )

0 o
,"r .e,, .;-.. .,

.,,. it:,.-. . ,

handicappedstudentt ,tandfittl.e'chanE .ng,der6cted 'ed'atise
:
prio, ,_

..'. , .

1

ity'for access is given to the moSt abId-students 111 those programs.

- ,

fiandidapped students are' muchiMore likely to paticinate in work-study

.40. ,. -,

program's which.are designed tb orient studentsto 'the general world Of

c

, .. ._ .

work. In most LEA's, work, experience is ope4ihed by. plading a specified'
. ,.-

. -

, ,

A

Number of handicapped students in tETA-funded, in- school lxoitions ..)
v

rT,,

-

,, .

,

-

11-7
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-Two factors determinesthe quality o4 the work excerience programs: first,

designation of A speci.fidjob counselor or devel cer for 101tdiceoned.:
ks

students and second, the adoption or skills training s an option for
t

handicapped students.

4

1

:

'%,' handicapped studepts:is not'legis/ative, bUt sin other areas, admlnis

-',trative:.,OVAE'should work with the h ate vocationaledUbation agencies
, . .

: ,._ .

..-)
, ., -4'. ,. .

.
. -

to provide technical-siitan tf2 Modal school.d4tricts to assist the
,rpe'! i .,e. i 1

to dgvelopeffective strategies for-)serving lyandicapted students within

(N,

It is clear, then, thatthe'st.rategies used to serve handicapped

students, in regular vocational education programs as Well separate

programs and work experience programs,' vary inthe range of vocational
.

,
.

octions they crovide-and the extent to which ehosegitt:tions _ovic v--.

ii . 40, 0-r .' a ,

:level job-skills. In many cases, the optionsfor.handi pped students
s'

are'limited by-factors over which the federal 5overnment :sae little or

no direct control. As we have seen, vocational.offering/s may e limited,

for example, by the resources available to the school. Unless- tl,e federal
4

a

'gover.nmentis willing to provide districts with cons additionalk

ft.' ing -(as it has ddne 'for.certain purposes'in'the pastl, it cannot G7,

substantially alter the fact'that an area has no regional.vocational schoo

or that the overall demand for vocational programs excelds t5h number of
. .

places available.

.

Thus', the most constructivelfederal. role,in expanding options for4.!

N.'

1

_".. _._

the' structural and resource copstraintsdt,each'ditrict. Districts milt-It--

. ' ,

.-r-' . .

,N,. Yt, -, .- . -
.,.,./

,.

be- encouraged for example, to as'sign<egrtified vocational instr&torsencouraged,
. )

-,,,,,

to teach handicapped students in,se parite clasiesor they;:iight Qe
., ..

e: ,
.

,4 :i

ie

70: 4
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. . .

aided in'developrng. a.schedule which woula enable - resource teachers to
. ,, , ,. .. .

..0.
.

. spend part of their day. or week in vocational schools instead Of.l.imiting
. .°

. .
.

.their time to the comprehensive high schools. .- i
, ,

L.
. . .

,Within this range of o6tions rot handicapped students in.qbcational.
. .

' .

education: the- vellum study identifies a relatively limited set of
. o

strategies for using -the VEA handicapped set-asides to suppoit_or extend

these 'options. An important ob3eotive in using the set-aside is often to

provide seed monty to encourage principals to offer vocational programs. °

for handicapped student'. The special, educators who control the Nandi- '

capped set aside in many districts feel that this is a crucial first step

in'developing options for'handicanzed students because most directors of

6
special education have no foptal authority oiler the instructional Iprograms,

at the high schools. \Support of the building principal who does ha

- authdrity is therefore crucial.

The major'Use the'set4aside in!NelZum's 15 sample sites is the

.

Purchase of equipment and materials for separate vocational programs rcir

..., .

'Iv.
.

,the handicapped. In the two sites .which.rely on work experience as the'

.-

', pr4.mary"strategy for serving handitapped students,,set-aside funds are
,

' %N., .

used to.1Pay for part or the. -salaries of\SpOrk coordinators:' .

. Less frequently., set eside funds are used to,,stapport other activ.ities.
, '..

4

,,,,1 .
,', '

.
' ., :,,40' ,

rl few instances, for exartibie; the:Set-aside:supports the'establishment of
.. ,\

-..

.vocational' evaluation centers, usually in mc;bilans which travel among
\

. .

,

schools. The purpose' ref these cen*ers is to ,incrr t .
of handicapped tudents

assessments of*the Studen

regii;ar programs by prov

,vocational interests and
0.

standardized.testing,and analysis of sample 'work behaviO The eXpected

the representation

g valid and ol-jective

ilities th rougli
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'outcome of the assessment i 'a rational, individualizedvocational olan.
L

to be included, in the Win, providing this plan, special educators
, t

hood to alleviate fears'often.expressed vocational educators that

their programs would become dumping groups for problem students thowing
.

thet that the handicapped students can perfo4dequately.
.'

Surprisingly, set -aside funds are used only infrequently to provide
%

Supplementary services to.handi capped students in'regul:ar programs. In

the Ue1lu4 sample, Only vneasite used funds in this way 'specificallyt/

=or interpreters forhard-of-hearing students placed in the regular voca-

tional programs at skills center. One reason cited for thelack of use

of this strategy is state coftstraints'on the use of funds. Another

reason is reluctance on the part of school vocational administrators
ti

use.VEA fundsfor suiDbort services since thdy.felt thet such service's
9 .eo ,

are already available and adequately funded thrbughstate and federal

special education programs.

Also, VEA fundS arenot used for in-service training despite indicatipns

that vocational education teachers lack the crit:.bal skills needed to work

successfully with handicapped students. And VEA funds are rarely used.

por-curriculum revisions:- in very few cases are vocational education

° teachers asked or provided with resources from any source to make sign±fican0

shifts in their role behaviors or e;cpectationt about the curriculum for

handicapped students. In many-cases, vocational educators arque,cdtkriCulum

modifications are not'made because a major state criterion for pr gram

assessment-is the number,of students placed in-jobs related to .their

training: curriculum modifications, as they see it, would vaken their
irb

ability to meet-thiS goal.

98
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These patterns of,use of theVEA set- asides suggest that secondary

school districts should be encouraged and assisted to use these funds

in a wider variety of ways. One meansof: accomplishing this is to provide

technical' assistance. Another is to ease the adminiatration of these

funds by eliminating the excess cost requirements. As described in the
4-

earlier section on State BehaviOr and Implementation, a number of ,voca-
.1

tional adminiitrators argue that the'set aside funds are used conservatively

because school districts fear that their claims for reimbursement will

be disallowed as a result of- inadequate documentation of excess costs:

Also, states which set limits on Ihe'use of set aside funds could be

required to remove their limits so.,, that istricts can have maximum flex-

to use the set asides to best meet their needs.

Even with Such changes, however, we must recogn4.ze that the set-aside

allocations to indolvidual di,stricts are small, In the vellum sample, for
.

. x
c. .

exinple, handicapped allocations range. from $2500 in a small rural district

to $76,000 in a large district with.a number of schools to be served.

` in most cases,, then, the 'TA funds available can barelyiupPort one strategy
.

in a year let alone several, so that,the range o ..-ategies within any

single district may, always be limited.. Still, technical assistance can

aid local districts in making more creative and'effective use of even

limite4 funds.

yhe post-secondary .revel,:many'community colleges attempt to

mainstream enrolled fiandicapped students whenever possible while providing

.

the `support services necessary to succeed. The most common structures for

"/

providing support services are.a handicapped,or exceptidnal student office

or a diagnostic intake center which serves all students. Farless

-."
;17

r

[--
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frequer;tly -- in two of Nellam's 15 sites, for example -- community
'

,collages develop separate vocational training programs or skills

centers to meet the occupational and employMent needs of handicapped

students, especially the educable mentally,retaided and .the physically

handicapped. A third strategy seen -insomycommunity colleges is to
,

.
,

c,-,-

. . , :. % .
,

place responsiblli,ty for obtaining necessary assistance for handicapped

students on the regul6r college counselors. In these instances,
, . ,

.
I .-

. , . .
.

the counselors solicit heelp from other
.

faculty and staff\on'a case-,
,.. A'

by-case oasis. -
N ca

4'

A

Consistent with these strategies and in Contrast with the use of

VE4 funds at the secondary level, the set-aside funds for handicapped

,_-secondary students are used orimarily.to prthvide support type
0

s rvices. Special counseling, guidance and individualizedsprogram

planning activities are the services most often- cited by administritors

in the Nellum sample. Since many of these ,services are available to

all.students, VEA funds Are used to purchase the services of a staff

member to focus Primarily on the needs of the handi '1? pped studIts

enrolled in occupational programs, VEA funds are also used in some

larger community colleges which nave established an exceptional student

center to supplement the center's activities for'the benefit of,handi-

Capped vocational students.

Thus, it appears that community colleges are more successful

than secondary schools in serving handicapped students individually

0
by providing support services which enable them to participate in

regular classes, and that'they use, their VEA funds to"support

6 ^6

100

a
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1 ..

t t ..

service strategy. One partial explanatioh of thedifference between
,...

secondary and nost-secondary institutions is that coTmunity colleges

have greater institutional flexibility than high schools /nd vocational

schools.r, Because they must continually %ork to maintain or expand

their student body, they emphasize
<

the.nee-ato be responsive to 4

t
J.

wide range.oz community needs including provl,cing assistance to special"

needs populations. ASecond, More impOrtanq explanation lieS In the
°

1.iffereces in the student bodies; Secondary institutions are compelled
<

by law,to lirovide a free public education .t.6 all handicapped students.

Community colleges are under no similar mandate and therefore- enroll

-

-handicapped students in -- relatively small htimbers and with typically

less severe handicaps than secondary schools And within this restricted
%°

population, community colleges tend to serve only those students who

identify themselves as handicapped 'or whose disability is°vitible

These observations. have two implications for assisting handicapped

studehts in vocational education. ?iist,..-service delivery trategied

. '
cannot automa4ically be generalized from the post- second

levels:

to secondary

high schools can be encouraged to establish resource and

disagnostic centers for handicapped,Audent's, if they do not'llready,
, i

..

have theT, but we cannot expect that tMse services. will fully address
. * \

the needs
4

of all handicapped students ix the school. Second, post-
.

, .

secondary institutions should,,be encouraged to undertake a morl system-1

r4 . i

atic identification of all handicapAd students and to extend their out-
<1. , .

,.
\

reach efforts tr, handicapped students,. , ,
, -

e '

4Ib
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'out strategies for'serving qisadvan!taged AudentsThe major finding an

is that the majoiity of attention goes to the. academically disadvantaged:

economically disadvantaged students receive very little attention,

...especially in terms of spending the .qA set-aside.

Academically disadvantaged

The three strategies usually 'lased by school administr.itors to serve

academically disadvantaged students .

remgdiation, apart from'participation invocational instruction;

a combination of remediation and vocational education instruction

t 4
in regular programs;'and

4
s separate vocational ins tructiori and work experierIce.

Remediation inba4ic skills areas is the Primiary strategy-ased

because services for academically disadvantaged students are usually

.

controlled by central district administrators not wcattonal educators..

Generally these remedial classes are. not linked to vocational Rrograms

0 4 .

and,participation in thap,,in fact, frequently-precludes participation

in vocational education. The acquisition'of basic skills in almost

;4'.

all school districts has priority over partication in vocational

education. This is particularly true indistricts which have adopted

state or local minimum competency roeuirements Itor high school graduation.

In such instances,-yocation al educatiod is considered an elective

.

optiT If. students want to.graduate with a regular diploma, they
,

-

must enroll in remedial academic classes designed to prepare them fOr

the'competency.exam, and.suct enrollMent does not.ieave time fo

vocationkl education_ pl other cases, successful completion of

t

6

a
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competency exams is a formal ,kereOluisite for enrollment in regular

vocational education classes. Remedial classes may also Cause scheduling

conflicts: even when students are not prohibited from taking vocational

education by.heavy course loads or entrance reqUirements, remedial classes.'
3

may meet at the,sam time Is the vocational clasdes they seek to take.
--.....

.
. .

.

The strategy of'assisting academically disadvantaged students through
.

-;

a combined program of remediation and-regular vocational instruction'is

rarely used seldom is basic skills instruction geared to specifIc needs,

in a vocationalprogeam or conversely is vocational education used as the

/ means of remediating deficiencies in basic skills. One example of this
.

'
.

approach, which is widely used in so e areas, however, is the Individudlized-

11$

4 .

Manpower Training System (IMTS). The IMTS is an individualized., auto-
.

mated system and in most cases, related to,vocational training. While

it iS used,for students whoare generally lacking in basic skills, it

it also used by vocational instructors t.6 refer students who experience

diffiAllty with academic concepts related to a particular' vocation.

The third strategy --serving academically disadvantaged students in

.

_
separaid vocational education programs -- is usually reserved for' severely

disadvantaged students whose academic performance is several years be180,

grade. level and w'rk) have behavior problems and for an overlapping group;

potential dropouts who will n ot remain in school in a regular prograb.

Almost all of these programs combine vocational skill development, some

type of work,experience and, to a limited extent, academic skill develOo-

-
ment. ,The Work Experience and Career Exploration*Pro4cam (WECEP) , offered)

for example, 1A1 Wisconsin and Illinois is a highly structured program

of work expeFience and relate d classes for fourteen and fifteen year old

-4,0r

v.
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potential irppouts: The program is not ielf aimed at Providing' --

vocational training for entry level 'Dob skills but seeks to keep

students'in schoolso that they can later enroll in vocational edt-

cation courses.

Thus, the major issue in providing assistance to academically

,d1%advantaged students is not the predominance of separate Classes,

as it is with handicapped students, but the gap betweenoremediation

in basic sic lls And the Provision of vocational-education. The use

of separate programs for the academicall? disadantaged.is less fre-

client than for lzhe handicapped and seems appropriate for severely

disadvantaged students and potential drop outs; separate programs

which group academically disadvantaged students with handicapped

students and racial an linguistic minorities are not appropriate,

as is discued elsewhere.

The lack of coordination between remedial and vocational pro-
.

grams for the academically disadvantaged 'can be addressed initially

by adding,a policy statement to the nompensatory education laws, similar to the

VEA policy on mainstreaming. The policy would simply state that remediation pro-

vided to academically disadvantaged students should be provided

*.whenever possible In_conjunction with their. program of vocational

'education and that every effort shOUld be made to avoid scheduling
ar

'Pend course requj.rement conflicts between compensatory programs and

vodationAl education. As we have seen with Mainstreaming, however,

such a policy statement alone will not bean adequate impetus for

major changes ih the system. It must be supported by technical
.

assistance to local school -distcts to provide' them with strategies

for achieving' better coordination in are -s such as improved scheduling
1 0
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and joint program design.

The use of the disadvantaged set-aside supoort'actvities for

academic41y disadvantagdd students varies in large measure with the

method used to distribute funds among schools within-districts. 'In

those districts with a number of high schools and in which funds are
r

allocated for all'schools'orovidin*g 'vocational education, the funds '

4vailable to each school tend 'to be limited. They arpmcist of-teen used,

therefore; to hire an, aide a part -time .teacher to provide tutoring or

remedial instruction. In those districts, where the funds ire targeted °

to a few schools or pro)ects, they are more often used to support inn°-
.

,vative or pilot vocational programs for academically'disadvantaged

students'. As with the handicapped set-aside,local districts should

be encouraged and assisted to-use these funds creatively to meet their

needs, in serviAg disadvantaged students%.

. .

At the community college level, the emphasis inserving academically .

disadvantaged students i* on individualized instruction. Eithe&Students

are placed in remedial classes before beginning their regular.college
.

cOursework, or if they experience difficulty. in their regular vocational

classes, they are most frequently, referred to a resource center., Thc;
*

.
r

resource center provides Assistance through programmed instruction

(either test400k or computer-based), tutors or small group instruction.

In large urban areas, the programs-for the academically disadvantaged

are enormous.

VEA set-aside funds are generally used to support pilot.progrards

4 for academically disadvantaged students or to increa4 the size and,

scope of the on going remedial and support services programs.
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Economically disadvantaged

Far less attention is'giVen to eCogpmically disadvantaged than
,

academicallydisadyantagedstudents it vocational educationat the

secondary level. iTyPica14, mrvices provided to economically ,dis-

advantaged students are noi focused on theinedtcational development,.

Instead these students are assisted with healthor nutrition programs,

or more frequently w\ ork=study-prOlams.. The work- study programs, often

fUnded by CETA;vary in quality', Some pay careful attention to the

-cuality of the dareer/Vocational component to insure'that the work

<
experience 45 meaningful and that students.receive stme .formal gUidance

activities. Other programs do not formally ad aress the edUS4fional

aspect of the work experience program but' leavemany work-related issues

to be addressed in'infoimal ways. School administrators in the vellum
, ,

study feel that these programs are c ritical' motivators for lowtincoMe

students at their Schools Most admitted, however,, that the number

of. slots available,in-these programs is seldom sufficient to meet tile

' , A.
There are no special, programs, either academic. or vocational, that,.

. .

4

.

address low income students solely. Participation in vocational pro-
. .. ,

grams is, based .dot on financial status 'alit on student interest and

. P .. .

ability to meet the entrance requiremerits. The special, classes which are

,

developed are targeted to studens needing educational assistance: the

acadethically disadvantaged and the handicapped. To. the extent that

econOinically disadvantaged are served in these special clas$ese it is

4

because they are assessed----bi'aSsumed.-- to have these other,special needs:

as well.

4 106
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Consistent with ,this pattern of services, secondary school districts

rarely use VEA set-asides to fund specific programs or projects which'

focus on the economically disadvantaged. Of the 15 site in five states

visited by the NellLm,stildy only the school districts in Florida use -

set-aside funds for work study programs zor the economically disadvantaged.

Even in these districts the number of work study slots receiving support
-

is cuite,limited.

At the post secondary level,1the basfc strategy for serving economically

disadvantaged students is to provide financial assistance. This assistance

takes many forms and is provided according tb,individual needs. Vocational

education funds are tapped to support work study programs. The major

problem facing financial aid officers in both rural aI urban area is

funding sufficient financial aid to support the increasing number of

students who are seeking-higher education and who are in need,of financial

aid. %

Community colleges also often playa major role in service delivery

-to the economically disadvantaged tnrouh CETA. In many areas, the local

'CETA prime spqnser contracts with the community college and technical

institute to' provide services ranging from needs assessment to skill

training. In some cases.CETA pays the tutition costs for.its clients

to enroll-in regular vocational education programs. In other .cases, it

,

develops its own separate programs_and contracts for college facilities

__an' staff

Hence at both the secondary and post-secondarysleVels, the objective

of the services-provided to economically disadvantaged students is to ease
nw

their financial hardshipscnot to provide special assistance in vocational

education. ,This finding supports the argument made'in the previous section
,
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t_at economic disadvantagemett is not by itself an- appropriate criterion

for student eligibility for snecial educational services. COngresvy

therefore, 'should consider restricting the definition of diSadvailtaged
4 .0-A

'individuals to the academically disadvantaged and give priority to
1 .

economically disadvantagemert by targeting funding to economically .'.

depressed areas or schools:

A

3. Limited-Ehglish Peoficlent
ff

At the secondary level, there are few vocational education strategies

to meet the heeds of LEP students. Bilingual Aind ESL programs are

typically aimed at the-elementary and middle grades. witi1(Nthe assumption

that Lt? students 'are-proficient in English by the ,time they reacn%1iigh7
0).

"school. In the Nell sample,, virtually none, of the school disripts.
g ),

v
0

have developed a bilingual or ES:1, vocational education strategy, or have

established supolementany support progr ams for LE? students .enrolled
4

in regular vocational ecucation. Since students entering-high school.

S2/
no longer,considered LEP1,they are, therefore, expected to compete

for vocational options available to all students. At the same time that

no special consiprations are.made for linguistic capabilities, however,
.

. .

'former LEP studehts often are categorized's academic ally disadvantaged

'bec&iise of poorlperformaricedn academic achievemeEt tests. In small

or rural communitieswhere the number of non-En3iish spekaing students

.

1.-
,is small,' LE? studentS4

/
like all sp4cial needs popual;:iods, are assisted

0
.

2

by individual teachers pn a personal basis

While the informal approach is undoubtedly appropriate in small

,

districts, the lack of attention to LEP students%in larger districts
. . .

1

.
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should be changed. The fact.that these students appear in disadvantaged

classes suggest that their need for assistance has not been,eliminated

in elementary,school as administrators claim. Again, this in an area

addressed better byadministrative guidelines and technical assistance

rather than by legislative mandate.

0

The effect o f the,VEA onA services to LEP students is more visible

at the Post-secondary level. The Overwhelming desire, to serve the

community coutled with the ability to plan and orchestrate both internal

and external resources have -.led to the successful acceptance and imple-

mentation of programs and activities for special_ needs Populations

generally And LEP students in particular in community, colleges.

0

e most consisttnt Pattern of service delivery at the community college'

level to all LEP stu ents, including those in occupational programs,

`4=

is ESL instruction:' In addition to structured ?SL courses, students

experiend_ng language difficulties in both acadelbic and vocational

,,.courses -are often refe.rred to the library, media center guidance

office for individual assistance. Despite this attention, within the
,.

Nellum sample,'only the community colleges is California were able, to

identify special services for.LEP students funded With VET, disadvantaged
,

;:..-". .

set-aside funds. These are vocational ESL 'activities -An contrast with,
.

.0-

' 4. 1$+
,- the academic E %activities discussed earlier. The efforts are new

' I

and modest buy`. include a wide range of activities such as:

4;.,,,linking the -ESL curriculum to language skills critical in

,,i,occu pational programs;

4-using bilingual aides, for individual and small group instruction

109
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to LEP studeAs.in ooc upational,p rograms;

4 . .. ..

.. translating, modiZying and developing curriculum' materials
t

. -

. for LE1 students in 'occuoational programs; and

using bilingua shop instvctors to provide occupational
. .

. training to LEP students..

These approAches,sound useful And appropriate -- and would be
e_p

helpful at'secondaxy as well as post-secondary le;els -- but each
01 '

requires sUbstantial.resourc+ Theytwould seem to be appropriate,

therlfore, only in agencies with large enough populations of LEP

..'

students'-- who speak the-same language -- ,to Warrant a considepable

investment of resources.

Planning'and'RenortinglActivities

4

another, strategy ?or supporting services to speclel needs popUz

lations is td plan for those services within a comprehensive framework

of an assessment of student needs, the developmnet of- program strategies

for meeting those needs and the identificktiton.of the resources re-

quired to supPGrt the strategies. The pres'eMce of local-planning for

.

special needs populations signals that the. local agency is giving

.1

attention to those populations arid0con5kdeation to what services should
0

be._ provided.. ,The result of such planning hopefully is 'services that

are effective in'meeting the needs' 8f the students.
k -. * ., ,

. Requirethentt for-p4rining together with requirements to report on

that planning 4an 41s9,serve as a mechanism through which the federal

government can influence Service delivery to special needs populations.

RepOrts on locale plans for serlice delivery provide a basis for federal
.

4Th
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administrators -- or.state administrators acting as their agents - to,

.

.

.. s
.

- ?* determine whethet local practices are consistent with federal law
-
and

'.

frlent:b These reports erla:aooroor iate is assessing how a 4istrict is-.
. u

both, complying with a specifid pol,icy, such as the definition of handi-
.-'

capped students, And addressig areas without detailed policy require-

ments, such as the specific strategies tq be used to meet the needs

of academically disadantaged students. A

a mechAnism for federal intervention, reports on local °lens
. A. .1

are similar to the strategypf technical assistance emphasized through-
, ,

;

outitlie paoer. Both are process rather than content strategies and as

such neither directly dil:tetes local actionas funding and paligy're-

quirements do- But both are esoecially'valuable ,n situations where

aol

%Ma

a detailed federal policy specifying; for example, a particular"prO-
.

gra format to be used by all school districts/is not appropriate.

The most effective role for the federal government--in this case is to

se broad policies and then aid local, districts to develop strategies

to conform with those policies but Aw tailored to the needs, structure

and tesource/s of that district. Technical assistance and planning
N'N-3

. .

- requirements are consisteht with-that role.
N

Despi te the potential value ofcomprehensive plan wing, many local

agencies appear to:do little planning for special neeO populations.

0

in some instances; there is planning for a target population but it does

not'include planning for participation in Vocational education. The

Nellum stpdyfinds, for example, that there is virtually no vocational

education program plarining fqr limited-English Proficient at the secondary

level or for economically disadvantaged students at either the secondary

r

N.'.
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or postsecondary level (which is not ,surprising given that-there are

generally no special vocational education services for these groups).

In other instances, some planning is done but it tends to beorganized

around funding sources rather than target populations,_hnd ziOreover

does not always involve vocational educators even when planning voca-

tional education strategies. Generally, planning for handicapped

students in vocational education is done by special educators, not '

vocational educators even when it involves planning the expenditures

of the set-asides. The advantage to this approach,.,however, is that

the special educators els6 control state and federal special education

funds, and often coordinate the use.qf these funds with VEA funds%

There is no similar coordination for the other special needs.populations:

.Plans for providir.g assistance to academically aisadvantaged

stucents9 in vocational education are also typically, made by staff other ;

than vocational educators; vocational educat.i.onal staff are usually -

responsible only for planning separate vocational programs for these

students. In case, however/ having central office staff dothe

planning does not even result in the coordinated use of all resources

for academically disadvantaged students; functions are assigned by

funding sources and the staff typically do not work together.

Given the weakness of many planning efforts' f!,9±1 Special Populations,

Ze 0 I.

Congress should consider adding requirements to the VEA to focut greater

attention on planning. This couldbe done either by strengthening the

current requirements for, local applications or by adding new requirements

for local plans.

AIN

4o.
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The VEA currently require's,appliOations.from7all local agencies.

seeking TEA funds. These applications are to include, among other
A

-.104 -

°

things, 1), an assespment of local needs and a description of how the

proposed programs will meet those needs-and 2) a- description Of how

v ocational esducation,programs will he coordinated with resources supported

by other funds. Thus, basic components of local plans are already

included in existing requirements. The applications would have to be

changed in twb ways, however, to be useful

0 for soecial needs populati,pns. First, the law orregulations should
4

require that the applications specifically address

in encouraging local planning

soecial needs cop-

ulations. Since the current requirements cover all programs for which

a dfstrict is seeking 7EA assistance, special needs programs should he

included but t!le recuiremene would be Strongr if special populations

are mentioned specifically. SecOnd, and perhaps more difficult, the

applications must become more substantive. An analysis of the appli-

cations in the 15 sample states.in the Abt study reveals that they

currently tend to be weak and compliance oriented: rather than con-

taining descriptions of programs, activities and coordination efforts,

they contain statements of assurance of compliance with. regulations.

'Changing_the contentlof the applications will dependon-the state

.agencies taking an aggressive role since

that the applications are submitted.

itis to the state agency

An alternative to reshaping the local application is to add a

new requirement for a lo cal plan for vocational education . Special

populations could either, be treated in one section of a comprehensive

° plan fdtall-vocatiorial programs, as is 2equired

in aplan solely devoted to these groups.
. .

1-13

now in some states, or

In the an, local agencies
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J
would describe:

I,

their assessment of needs for service;

strategies for meeting needs;

use of yEA funds to meet meedsfand
V

coordination with other.resources.

The weakness of. relying on tither a revised application or a local

4

Plan to encourage planning efforts is that, like allvrequired documents,

they run the risk of being produced fot compliance purposes only they

may not. serve as an impecus for reatolinning but instead be viewed

' as a burden which is.hot worth the small amount ofNVE.A.funding obtained.

To minimize -this risk, the requirements,for the documents should be simple

and programmatically oriented: the emphasis should be cn descriptions

of activities and processes rather than the presentation of detailed

statistics: iformation,which is already submitted in another document

should not be required. Also to minimize the risk that the applicaions

or plans will sim9ly be complianlidocuments, the state vocational

education agencies, to whom the documents Are submitted, should be

required to review and comment on the documents not just approve them.

The state agency should also use the documents as the basis for providing

technical assistance.
a.

In,requiaring local agencies to submit plans or applications, Congress

should require the participation of vocational'educators in their prepare-
(

tion but not otherwise'specify process requirements such as a-mandated

planning group with specified Mempership and meeting requirements.. Such

requirements are overly restrictive and have not been demonstrated to be

effective as the state level.
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As the lengthjof this section alone suggests, local activities for

special needs populations are diverse. To summarize these activities

at the broadest level, however, it appears that limited-English speaking

students at the.seconOary level'and economically disadvantaged students

at both the seamdary and post-secondary level receive very few special

services invocational education. The major characteristic'of services

to-handicapped students in vocational education at the secondary level

is that they are governed by procedures mandated under the Education

for the Handicapped Act, as amended by PL 94, -142, and are controlled,

by special educators rather than vocational educators. Also, of all

1111, .

the special needs popualtions, secondary handicapped students are most

frequently served in separate programs of vocational edUcation. For

academically disadvantaged students at the secondary level, the central

issue appears 'to be the separation and potential conflict between

vocational education and remedial services in basic skills. At the

post-secondary level, Patterns of service delivery are similar across'

special speeds groups except the economically disadvantaged: students

are typically identified through self-ieferral or by a counselor, re-
41i

ferred,to a special services -office and provided with individual
s' 0

assistance.

Overall, the impact of the Vocational Education Act, as we said at

the beginning

activities or

to the VEA.

extent, the

of the section; is limited: only a small portion of the

practices for spedial needs populations can be attribute'd

Usually other,state and federal laKs, and to a greater

opal context ip which the VEA is implemented play a much

J.15...
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larger role:

In reviewing' the local activitkes.for special needs populations

in thiS section; several recommendations have been made for.changing

the VEA or its regulations im.....response to perceived.probleps in delivering

services. These recommendations include:

amending the Education for,the Handicappdd Act to specify-the'.

involvement of vocational educators;

-

revising the definition of disadvantaged by: 1) eliminating

economic disadvantaged as a.criterion of individual eligibility

for service and 2) narrowing the definition'of academic dis-

advantage, possibly by adopting a.definition already in use in

.another federal law such as Title I of ESEA;

clarifying the law and regulations governing program evaluation_

on_the basis of student placement rates in order to establish

a separate standard for special needs.stionnts,in regular

vocational programs;

amending the compensatory educatio laws to encourage coordination''

with vocational education in planning and service delivery fox

academically disadvantaged students;

amending the regulations for lbcal'applications.or adding require-

ments for local plans to encourage planning for special needs

.populatiOns.

The most notable feature of theSe recommendations isthai- they

representmarginal adjustments to the law as currently written and

*

therefore cannot be expected to alter,significantly the limited

impact which VEA has. Moreover, they 'reflect the ft that many aspects
.

.
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of'service delivery to special needs populations are not appropriately,

djctated by detailed federal legislation for two reasons., First, many

service delivery issues are too complex and toe dependent on the

particular setting in which they-arise to be resolved by agovernment,

policy which assumes a single model of service delivery across all

setti4gs. For federal law to specify; for example, that no academically

disadmaptaged,studentsshould be prevented fr.= enrolling in regular

vocational education programs by their participation in remedial.

courses in basic skills would be inappropriate because the conflict

between vocational education and basic skills may in some. situations
i .

be unavoidable. Se6ond, many of the factors which determine the

strategies used to serve special populations are determined.by the

structure of and resources available to the district in which 4e

students are being served, and'therefore are not under.direct federal
*

control. For example, the placement of handircapped students deter-

mined 4rin large measure by the vocational program options available .

4-

6 ' 11.
in-thschoOl district. To the extent that thehe options are limited

.

by, the absence of a regionla vocational center', they cannot easily_

be altered in response to federal legislation.
,

,Thus, On many pol5its'of service'delivery for needs popu -

lations, the best strategy for improving services is-not through
,

changes. in or additidna to.the_law or regulations but through
.**

technical assistance, as recommended throughOui.this section.

171 7
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'cCNCLUSICtS 1

,passing Title II of the 1976 Education Amendments, Congress
. . '.

.
. ..p .,

intended to improve the access of special needs populations to oCoorzun-.,

:..,-

ides invocational education. It therefore included provisions :-,,or
r..

. -

' special needs populations directed both at the state vocational.education
.

e4 .

--S

agencils throuq.h which -the- federal Slaw is-adminis0Fed''anthe local
% . .

'.

agencies whic;:i are ,-esoonslhlefor the actual delivery of.vccatlettal
,

education.

0

7n analvzin the implementation of thes'e cro7isions, it is evident

;Lhat-t.aVocational ?ducation Act in itself has had a limited i-moact on

meeting the goal tf ready access to educazional opoortupities'for-special

needs iMividuals. The limited impact appears to result not from a
. .

failure to comply which can be remedied simply through 'increased pre-,
. . ?

scripzion in the law or increased enforcement efforts or even- f romsroblems
1

in the way the speCial populations orovisions are drafted., stead the -

x

liMited impact aooears to result from `_fret sets of factors:,

%the structure of the VEA wit'd its multiple goals' and its4
. administration by thestate vocational education egencies;'r.

1* the state and local context in which the law is implemefter.V
with its own goals, priorities and level of resources; and

the nature of the problem of serving special needs populations,
in terms of finding appropriate strategies,Ov'ercoming the ...

reluctance of vocational educators, and relating'to other -

laws and'programs dealing with special needs populations.`
..., -

These factorsiindicate that the revisions in the law suggested through-
,

out this paper pill result in only marginal changes in the impact of the-

./VEA and, consequently, iH improving the access of special. needs populations

to vocational e4ucaion: 'since the suggested revisions do not,change.the

strutur of the 3.am'or the setting'in.whiCh it is implemented, they cannot
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_be exnected to' have a major effect. If Congess is not satisfied with

having a limited impact, it cat consider two ore dramatic changes in
109 -

the structure of theVE4.

1,Condress can recast the. :IA to focus' entirely -. special needs -

individuals. This optiOn for revising the 7tA has been discussed for

sev.-=l years.
i

The premise behind the procosal ii that the proper role

Of federal funding in any area, not just vocational edualltion, .s tom1

0'
support projects to which state and local government do not traditionally

devote adecuate aztentioh and.resources. Groups 'within the population

which need sgecial assistance are prefer wed candidate for such federal

attention. This strategy has rwo advantages' over the law as it is

current y strict red. First, it would ,poncentra,te funds, and larger

funding might have agreater impact in sezving pOpulazions with soecial

9needs. related issue is whether Congress would still define the federal

role as a catalyst and require a dollar for dollar match on excess-costs.

it did, local agencies might have more funds going to special opula-

ti ns than they know what to do with or are willing to commit.) Second,

0 this strategy would foCus_attention. At the state level, the burden

of administering the federal law would be reduced and narrowed to a few.

issues. (State, agencies'presumably would continue to serve broader functions

in adwristering statel laws and in providing monitoring. and tichnical
0

. _

assistance in'oecupational disciplines.), At the local leVel, VEA funds

and regul'atio'ns would have a clearer' identity and therefore have greater.

imcact in serving special needs populations than they do now

This option would probably be Apposed b many vocational educators
e

who -1)eve come to rely,On ,VEA fu --timited though they are - to supoort:

;

their regular programs of vocation education and who de not see'services

to special needs"15optlations as the main thdrust of their efforts. If
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Congress took a firm stand 6n narrowing the focus of the VEA and on

earmarking' federal dollars to support projects which state and local

dministrators were,unable or unwilling to support'themselves, vocational

educators would probably Support a shift in.emphasiS to new, programs

rather-than to students with special needs. ,While any single purpose lam'.

world not be popular,.an emphasis on new'p-rograms is at le;st consistent
. N

with the goal of preparing students for the labor force.
i 1 1

2, Congress can eliminate the special needs provisions from the law.

4nder\this option Congress might re gain a broad mandate to serve special

reds individuals, much like that contained in the 19;3 VOcational_cducation

Act. But it would not target fundsto these groups, or include rePOrting;

evalution or policy4requirements to gdVern service:delivery.. The argument

supporting this option is that the costs of administering the set 'asides

and other special populations provsi9ns outweigh the benefits of tnese

policies: the money provided to local agencies is too small to support any

significant program efforts, and 'attention to special Populations draws

attention awarfrom other vocatiorALeducation purposes. 'Services,to

special populations should be left to the other federal programs which

!already focus on these groups programs such as special education,

vocational rehabilitation, Title Ill, ESEA and CETA. With the exception

_444yof Title I, these programs 3.reau provide the major impetus for providing

-sunport to special needs students in vocationa l education and employment

training programs. The argument against this option is that,the efforts

of these programs are often duplicated because they do not work well with

4kvocational educators. The provisions for coordi nation cur5Antly
.._,

in the

laws are not particularly effective.
0
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